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Introduction 

Concerning the Freudenthal's suspension homomorphism E, we have an exact 

sequence: 

··· ---+n,(S") ~n~+1 (S"+1) ---+n1(tJ(Sn+1), S")---+ ···, 

where ,g (S"+1) is the space of loops in S"+1. The group n,(tJ(S"+1), S") is canoni

cally isomorphic to the homotopy group n~+1 (S"+1 ; E~+\ E>:_+1 ) of the suspension triad. 

Denote by (9p the class [12]" of finite abelian groups whose p-primary components 

vanish. The following isomorphisms are due to James [8]. 

THE03.EM (2·10). n,(tJ(S"+1), S") and 7r;+1(S2"+1) are isomorphic if n is odd. 

(2·10)'. n,(.Q(Sn+1), S") and n 1+1 (S2"+1) are (9 2-isomorphic if n is even. 

For an odd prime p, (2 ·10)' is not true. However we have a (9 risomorphism 

[12] between n,(S") and n,_1(S"-1)+n,(S2"-1), (n: even). Then it becomes more 

important to treat the double suspension 

E 2=EoE: n,-l(S"-1) ---+n,(S")---+n;+1(Sn+1) for even n. 

For the space of singular 2-spheres tJ2 (Sn+1) = Q(tJ(S"+1) ), we have an exact sequence: 

···---+ n;-1cs•-1) ~ n;+1cs•+l) -----+n;-1CtJ2 CS"+1), s•-1)---+ n;-2cs•-1)---+ ··· . 

Let Sr= S" U e2" U ··· U ek• be a reduced product [7] of n-sphere S" relative its 

point eo. sr is canonically imbedded in tJ(S"+1), and the injection induces isomor

phisms n,(S:)=n;(tJ(S"+1)) for i < (k+1)n-l. We consider the following exact 

sequenence involving the group n,_1(t22(S"+1), s•-1); 

··· ---+ n;+1CtJCS"+1), s;_j) ---+ n;-1CtJCS;-1), s•-1) ---+ n;-1 CtJ2CS"+1), s•-1) ---+ ... 

Then the main results of this paper are the followings. 

THEOREM (2·11). Foreven n and aprime p, thegroups n 1+1(tJ(S"41),Sff_1) and 

7r;+2(SP•+1) are C9risomorphic. 

THEOREM (7·6). For even nanda prime p, the groups n 1_1(tJ(S;_1), s•-1) and 

n 1(SP"-1) are C9risomorphic. 

Denote by n 1(X;p) and n 1(X,A; p) the p-primary components of n,(X) and 

71:; (X, A) respectively. 

THEO REM (8 · 3) For even n and for an odd prime p, we have an exact sequence 

... ---+ 71:;+2(SP•+1; p) ~ n, (SPn-l; P)---+ n,_1(Q2 cs· "1), s·-1; p) -----+ ••• for i>Pn-1, 

* Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. 
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where the homomorphism A satisjies the relation JoE2 =fp~ for a map fp: SP•-1 ----+ 

SP•-1 of degree p. 

Let SJ;-1 be a mapping-cylinder of the map fp, then 

THEO REM (8 • 7). we have an exact sequence: 

•.. ----+ ni(!J2(SPn+1), SPn-1; p) -4 7C;(SJ;-\ SP•-1)----+ 7C;-1(Q2(S•t-1), s•-1; p)----+ 

for even n and for an odd prime p. 

As a corollary, we have an isomorphism 

(8·7)' 7ri-1(Q2(5"+1), s·-1; P)=ni(sJ;-1, SP•-1) for i<P2n-2. 

James has pointed out that the naturality (8•4) for the exact sequence (8·3) 

implies the following relations: 

THEO REM (8 ·10) E 2 (n;JS"-1; p }) -:J p2 (7r;+1(5"+1; p)) 

and 

(8·11) 

for even n, an odd prime p and for al! i. 

In § 1, we consider a space X which has the same cohomological structure as the 

product space Y x A, with a map h : X----+ Y which carries a subset A of X to a 

single point. Then h induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups n;(X, A)=n;(Y). 

This is also true for the cohomology mod. p, and h induces (9 risomorphisms of 

homotopy groups. In § 2, this isomorphism theorem is applied to a map hp: CS~, 

s;_1)----+ est;:, eo), so-called the combinatorial extension [7] of a shrinking map hj : 

(S;, s;_1)----+ (SP",e0 ). Then the theorems (2·10), (2·10)' and (2·11) are verified. 

In § 3, we calculate the cohomology of the Ioop-space Q(Sp-1) and sorne other spaces. 

In § 4, we prove that the group 7r;(S;_1) is C9risomorphic to the group n;(S2P-1) 

for i> 2. This means that there is a map g: S2P-1 --4- s;_1 such that the corres

pondence (a, fi) ---+Ea+g,.(fl) defines a C9risomorphism of 7r;_1rS1)+n;(S2P-1) to 

7C; cs;_1). Converse! y, for even n, if there exists a map g: s Pn-1----+ s;_1 such that 

the correspondence (a,fi) ---+ Ea+g*(fi) defines a C9risomorphism of homotopy 

groups, then n = 2P' for an integer r. § 5 and § 6 are devoted to the preliminaries 

for §7 and §8 in which the theorems (7·6), (8·3), (8·7) and (8·10) are proved. 

In appendix, we list severa! values of n; (5"+1 ; p) for unstable cases from results 

for stable cases. 

1. A tbeorem for a map h: (X, A) ----+(Y, Yo). 

Let X, A and x0 be a topological space, its subspace and a point of A. Let 

J=[O.l] be the unit interval. Denote by Q(X,A,xo), or simp!y by Q(X,A), the 

space of paths in X which start in A and end at x0 • i.e., 

Q(X, A)= {f: J---+ Xi! (O) E A,f (1) =xo}, 

where the topology in Q(X, A) is the compact-open topology. 

Let Ji= J x ··· x J be the unit i-cube which is regarded as a face Ji x (0) of 

Ji+1 =Ji xI. Denote by ji+1 the boundary of JH1 and by ]' the complementary face of 
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Ji: Ji= j•+r- (li- Ïi). The homotopy group ni.,.1(X, A, x0) is the set of the homotopy 

classes of maps g: (li'\ Îi+\Ji)--+ (X, A, x0). For the map g, we associate a map 

Qg: (li,h~CQ(X,A,x0),f0) by the formula Qg(t1,···,t;)(t)=g(t1,···,f;,t), 

then the correspondence g--+ Qg is one-to-one and we have an isomorphism 

CfoCl) =Xo) 

0·1) Q : 7Z";+1 (X, A, Xo) =n; (a(X,A,xo) Jo), i >O. 
A map h: (X, A, x0 ) --+ (Y, B,y0 ) defines a map of path-spaces which is denoted by 

Qh: Q(X, A, Xo)--+ Q( Y, B,yo). 

For the homomorphisms h* and ah* induced by the maps h and ah, we have 
the commutative diagram : 

h* 
n;+1CX, A) --+ ni+t(Y, B) 

(1·2) la ah* la 
n;(a(X, A)) --+ ni(Q(Y, B)). 

If A=xo, Q(X, Xo, Xo) is the space of loops in X and it is denoted by Q(X, Xo) or 

sim ply by Q (X). For a map g: (li+\ ji+\ Ji) --+ (X, A, x0) we associa te a map a' g: 

(li, Ïi,Ji-1)--+ (Q(X, x0), a(A,;0 ) ,/0 ) by the formula a' g (tl,""·, f;-1, ti) Ct)= g(t1, ·· ·, 

f;- 1, t, ti), then the correspondence g--+ a'g is one-to-one and we have an isomorphism 
(1·1)' Q': 7Z";+1(X,A,xo)=ni(a(X,xo), Q(A,xo), /o) for i> 1. 

For a map h: (X, A, Xo)--+ (Y, B,yo) and the induced map Qh: (a(X), Q(A)Jo) 

--+ (Q( Y), Q(B), / 0 ), we have the following commutative diagram: 

n;+l(X, A) -~ n;+1CY, B) 

Cl· 2)' la' la' 
n,(a(X), a(A)) lJ~ n,(a(Y), a(B)). 

De fine a map (projection) P : a (X, A) --+A by P Cf) = f (O) J E l2 (X, A), then we 

have the commutative diagram: 
a n;+1CX, A) ---+ n;(A) 

(1·3) llJ py~ 
n, (a(X, A)) 

where a is the boundary homomorphism. 
Now we define a sort of mapping-cylinder Z of the map h as follows: the space 

Z= (X-x0 ) x[0,1) U Y 

is the image of Xx lU Y under the identification 'IJ: Xx lU Y--+ Z which is defined 
by 'IJ(x, 1) ='IJ(h(x)),x EX and 'l](x0 , t) ='IJ(Yo), tE I. Define two injections ix: X--+ 

Zand iy: Y--+Zby ix(x)='l](x,O) and iy(y)='l](y), then XnY=xo=YoEZ. Asis 
easily seen that Y is a deformation retract of Z and the retraction r: Z--+ Y 

is given by r('l](x, t)) ='IJ(X, 1) ='IJ(h(x)) and r ('l](y)) = 'IJ (y), then the composition 
raix: X--+ Z--+ Y is the map h. Consider the following diagram 

·-- "-.,. !:.:-- ~i+tCZ) ~ n;•tCZ. X) z / ... 
/ 7Z";+t (X) h* ty* j l r * J al ~ n,(X) -

· · · ~ n;•t(Y) -----7 n,(a(Z, X)) ~ .. ·~, 
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where A=J2ojoiy*. The commutativity of the diagram is easily verified. Since iy*' 

r* and J2 are isomorphisms, the exacteness of the upper sequence implies that of 

the lower sequence. 

Next suppose that h maps A to the point y 0 • For a point x of A, we associate 

a pathfxEJJ(Z,X) by the formulafxCt)=ry(x,t),tEI, then we have an injection 

ÏA:A---+Q(Z,X), ÏA(X)=fx, 

such that the composition poiA: A---+ Q(Z, X)---+ X is the injection of A into X. 
In the diagram 

0·4) 

the upper and lower sequences are exact and the first and third triangles are com

mutative. For the second square, the anti-commutativity holds: 

(1•4)' Joh*=- (ÏA*oÔ). 

Proof. By the isomorphism J2 of Cl·l), it is sufficient to prove that Q-1 (iA* (aj3)) 

equals to - JJ-1 (4 (h* (/3))) = - Ir1 (Q (j(iy * (h*,B)))) = j (iy *Ch* (- ,B))) for arbitrary 

,B E ni+l (X, A). Let g: (Ji+\ Ï 1+1, Ji) ---+ (X, A, Xo) be a map of f3, th en the element 

Q-1 (iA*(ôf3)) En;H(Z,X) is represented by a map G: (J'+\ ji+1,Ji)---+ (Z,X,x0 ) 

which is given by the formula 

GCt1, ... , t,, t,+1) ='IJ(g(tl, ... , ti, 0), t,+l). 

Next the element j(iy*(h1,( -,8))) is represented by a map G' given by the 

formula 

G' Ct1, ... , ti, ti+l) = 1J(h (g Ct1, ... , t1, 1-ti+1))) = '1J(g(t1, ... , ti, 1- ti+1), 1). 

Define a homotopy Gt: (Ji+\ ji+\ ]i) ---+ (Z, X, x0 ) for 0 2 t 21 by the formula 

{
'l](g(t1, ... 'ti, t-2ti+1) .• 0), 

GtC t1, .. · , ti+l) = 2t 1 - t 
'l](g(tl ... f. 0) _ _!_+ -) 

' ' z, ' 2-t ' 
and for 1 2 t 2 2 by the formula 

{ 
( ( t-2t,+1) 1) 'l]gt1,"',ti,--t-,t-' 

Gt Ct1, ... , ti 11)= 
'1] (g(tl, ··· , fi, 0), 2ti+C 1), 

< . <-t_ 0 = t,+1 = 2 ' 

t 
22ti+121' 

0 <t. <_t__ = t+1 = 2' 

j_< . < 2 = tz+1 = 1, 

then we have that G=G0 is homotopie to G' =Gz and that J2-1 (iA*(ôf3)) = j(iy*(h* 

(-/3))). Therfore the formula (1· 4)' is proved. q. e. d. 

Let <9 be a class of abelian groups in the sense of Serre [12]. The five lemma is 

applicable to the diagram (1·4), and we have that 

LE MMA (1· 5) the following two conditions are equivalent. 
i) i A* : n,( A) ----+ n ,(Q (Z, X)) is <9 -isomorphic for i 2 N and <9 -onto for i = N + 1 ; 

ii) h,: ni+1 (X, A)----+ n,+1 (Y) is <9-isomorphic for i2N and <9-ontofor i=N+l. 
In the following, we suppose that a coefficient ring R is one of the ring of 

integers Z and the field of p elements Zp(p: prime). We denote by <9R the class 
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ê?z=é?0 (when R=Z) ofthetrivialgroup,orthe class ê?zp=é?p(when R=Zp) which 

consists of finite groups with vanishing P-components. Then we recall a generali

zation of ]. H. C. Whitehead's theorem from [12, Ch. III]: 

(1· 6) Let X and Y be arcwise connected and sirnply connected spaces and let 

f: X----+ Y be a map such that f*: n 2 (X) -----+7c2 (Y) is orzto. If Hi(X) and H;(Y) 

have jinite numbers of generators for al! i, then the following two conditions are 

equivalent : 

i) f* : ni (X) ----+ n, (Y) is a (9 wisomorphism for i;;;:, N and (9 R-onto for i = N + 1; 

ii) f* : Hi (Y, R) ----+Hi (X, R) is an isomorphism for i;;;:, N and an isomorphism 

into for i=N+l. 

Now consider the following conditions (1· 7) for a map h: (X, A) -----+ (Y, y0 ). 

HYPOTHESES (1·7), i) X, A and Y are arcwise connected and simply connected, 

7rz(X,A)=7rz(Y)=O and h*: Jr3(X,A) -----+n3 (Y) is onto; 

ii) H; (X), Hi (A) and Hi (Y) have jinite numbers of generators for al! i, and 

H *(Y, R) is R-free; 

iii) there exists subgroups B and F of H*(X, R) such that the cup-product induces 

an isomorphism B 0 F;::;;; H*(X, R); 

iv) the injection homomorphism i': H*(X,R)----+ H*(A, R) maps F isomorphically 

onto H*(A, R) ; 

v) the induced homomorphism h*: H*(Y, R) ----+H*(X, R) maps H*(Y, R) iso

morphically onto B. 

The main purpose of this § is to prove that 

THEO~EM (1·8) ijthe hypotheses(l·7), i)-v) arejilfulled, then the homornorphisms 

h*: n,+l (X, A) ----+ n;+1C Y) and iA*: ni(A) -----+ n, (IJ(Z, X)) are é?wisomorphisms for 

al! i. 

Ptoof Let E be the space of paths in Z which start in X, i.e., 

E= {/: 1-----+Zif(O) EX}. 

We regard X as a subset of E whose points are paths f: I----+ xE X, then X is 

a deformation retract of E. Let p: E-----+ Z be a projection defined by p(f)= f(l), 

then CE, p, Z) is a fibre-space with the fibre IJ (Z, X). The composition X__!_,. E 

L Z ~ Y is the map h. By the homotopy equivalences i: X----+ E and r: Z-----+ Y, 

the conditions (1·7), ii)-v) are rewritten as the followings: 

(1·7)', ii) H;(E), Hi(A) and H;(Z) have finite numbers of generators for ail 

i, and H*(Z, R) is R-free; 

iii) there exist subgroups B and F of H*(E, R) such that the cup-product 

induces an isomophism B@F;::;;;H*(E, R); 

iv) the injection iA: A-----+ IJ(Z, X) cE induces a homomorphism iA*: H*(E, R) 

----+ H*(A, R) which maps F isomorphically onto H*(A, R) ; 

v) the (projection) homomorphism p*: H*(Z, R)-----+ H*(E, R) maps H*(Z, R) 
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isomorphically onto B. 

Applying (1· 5) for the case (9 = 8o and N = 1, we have from (1· 7), i) that 

(1· 7) ', i) E, A, Z and .Q(Z, X) are arcwise and sim ply connected and ÏA*: n2 (A) 

---4- n2(JJ(Z, X)) is onto. 

Let CE!• q) be the cohomological spectral sequence over the coefficient ring R 
associated with (E,p, Z). From (1·7)', i) and ii), we have isomorphisms (cf. [10, 

Ch. II, Prop. 8]) 

Ef·q~HP(Z, R)@Hq(.Q(Z, X), R). 

The isomorphism of (1· 7)', iv) is divided into the composition: FcH*(E, R)------>

E~*cE~·*~H*(.Q(Z,X),R)---4-H*(A,R). Therefore Fis a direct factor of H* 

(.Q(Z,X),R) and d,(1@F)=O for 2~r<oo. Then d,(B@F)=Ofor2~r. Consider 

the image of B@FcE; into E! which is a graded ring over H*(E,R)~B@F. 

Since 1@FCE2b* and B@ICE:!;; 0, we have that E:,~B@F=E:f:,• 0 @Eg;*. Set 

Fq=FnHq(.Q(Z,X),R) and suppose that Hq(.Q(Z,X),R)=P for q<n, then 

Ef•q =Ef.:/ for q<n and the boundary operator d,: Et-r,q+r-l ---4- E!•q has to be 

trivialfor q<n and n~2. Therefored,(E~·")=O,E~·"=H(E~·") =E~·+~ and H"(.Q 

(Z, X), R)~E~·"=E~ "=P. The induction on the demension n implies that i1: 

H*(JJ(Z, X), R)=F~H*(A, R). 

Since n;(Z), n;(X) and n;(Z, X)=n;-1(.Q(Z, X)) have finite numbers of genera

tors, H;(JJ(Z, X)) has also a finite number of generators for ali i. Applying (1·6) 

to the injection ÏA: A------->- .Q(Z, X), we have that iA: 7r;(A) - n,(JJ(Z, X)) is a eR
isomorphism for ali i. Then the theorem foliows from the lemma (1·5). q. e. d. 

2. Reduced product of sphere and the group n;(JJ(S"+1), s;_1) 

According to [7] we denote by s:;, the reduced product of the unit sphere s• 
={(t1,--·/n+1) lt;:real numbers, I::t,2 =1} relative toits point eo=(l,O,···,O), i.e., an 

FM-complex generated by the points of S"-eo in the sense of [15]. S;;, has the free 

semi-group structure with the unit e0, and its point x is represented by a product 

X=Xl ... x, for sorne X; E s•, i= 1, ···, r. Denote that SJ:= {xl ... Xk 1 x, E s•, i= 1, ···, k) 

and that ek• = SJ:- Sk" -1, then ek• is an open kn-celi and S;;, = e0 U e" U e2" u · · · is a C W

complex. Note that St; = e0 and Sf = S". Define a map 

(2·1) d.: (S"x l, S•x ÏUeoX I)- (S"+\ eo) which maps (S"-e0 ) x (I-Ï) homeomor

phically onto s•+1 -eo, n ~ 0, 

by the formulas d.CCt1, ··· , tn+1), t) = (1- 2t(1-t1), 2tt2, ···, 2ttn+l, 2(t(1- 2t) (1- t1)) ~) 

and d.CCt1, ··· .in+1), 1- t) = (1- 2t(1-t1), 2tt~. ··· , 2ttn+l,- 2(t(1- 2t) (1- t1) )~) for 0 ~ t 

~Hl ~1-t~1). 

De fine 

(2. 2) an extension d,, : cs;;, xI, s:;, x Ï) - cs•+\ eo) of d. = d, 1 sr xI, 
by the formula d.(x1 ·--xk, (t-À;-1)/(À,-À;-1)) for À;-1~t~..l; and for i=1,···,k, 
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j k 
where X; ES", X1··· Xk E secs:;, Ào=O and À;= I;p(Xj eo)JI;p(Xj eo) for the distance 

' j=l J j=l ' 

function p. The map d, defines a continuous map 

(2·2)' i: S/;,--+.Q(S"+1)=!2(S"+\eo). 

As is easily seen i is one-to-one into and then i is an injection on Si:, k < oo. 

W e define a suspension homomorphism E by setting 

(2·2)" E=!J-1oi*: n:;(S")--+ n;(SJ(S"+1))=n;+1(S"+1). 

By [7] and [15] we have that [ induces isomorphisms of homology, cohomology 

and homotopy groups : 
(2·3) [*: H*(.Q(Sn+1))';:::::jH*(S!;,) and[*: n1(Sg_,)';:::::jn,(.Q(S"+1)). 

It is easy to see that 

(2·3)' [*: n:;(S!;,, Si:) ';:::::jn:1(.Q(S"+1), Sk). 

From the relations in the cohomology ring H*(.Q(S"+1)) [10, Ch. IV, Prop. 18], 

(2·4) for suitably chosen generators e; E H 1"(S/;,) we have the following relations (cup

product) in them : 

i) ifn is even, then e;•ei=(iji)ei+i and e/=j! ei, 

ii) if n is odd, then e21 • e2j = (it j)e2c;+j), e.f = 0, e1 • e2; = e2, • e1 = e2i+1 ande/= j! e2j. 
Next we introduce James' combinatorial extension from [7]: 

(2·5) a map f: (Si:, SZ-1)--+ (S;;, e0) can be extended over the whole of S:;, and 

we have a combinatorial extension f: S:;.,--+ S;; of the map f such that fi Si:= f If 

ft is a homotopy, then ft is also a homotopy. 

The map fis defined briefiy as follows. First we remark that f(Sk) csr for 

sorne j < oo. For a point X=X! ... Xt (x; Es·. i= 1, ···, t) of s:;_,, we define its image /(x) 

by the formula f(x) = J(x1 ··· Xt) = IIf(x"c1> ••• X.,.(k)), where a is a monotone in-.,. 
creasing function of (1, ···, k) into (1, ... , t) and the order of the multiplication 

II is an order of {a} such that a<a' if and only if a(i)=a'(i), i=1,···,k'-1 and 

a(k')<a'(k') for an integer k'~k. j(x) is independent of the representation x=x1 

.. · Xt and J is continuous. 

For a given map f: (S", e0 ) ------+(Sm, e0), we difine its suspension Ef: (S"+\ e0 ) 

--+ (Sm+t, eo) by the formula Ef (d,(x, t)) =dm (f(x), t), xE S", tE 1. The combinatorial 

extension off is a homomorphism: f(x1 •·· Xt) = f(x1) ••• j(x1). Then 

(2•6) the compositions SJ(Ef) oz: S:;.,---+ .Q (S"' 1)--+ .Q(Sm•1) and [of: S!;,--+ S/:,--+ 

.Q(Sm+1) are homotopie to each other. 

Proof Define a homotopy Fe : (S/;, xI, S!;, x Ï) --+ (Sm+t, e0 ) by the formula 

Fe: Cx1 ... x,,, t) =dmCf(x,), (t-À1-1)!U?-À?-1)) for À?-1 ~ t~ À~ and for i=1, ···, k, 
i k i 

where x; ES", x1 ··· xk E s;cs:;.,, Àrf=O and À,n= (1-fJ) (?!,p(xi, e0)/~P (xi, eo)) + fJ C;E 
k J~1 J=1 J=1 

p(f(xj), eo)J.I; p(f(xj), eo)). Then Fe defincs a homotopy fe: S:;,---+ .Q(Sm+1) such 
J=1 '- • 

that fo=!J(Ef)oi and f1 =iof q. e. d. 

Define a map 
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(2·7) '1/r. :(1", I~)---> CS", eo), n~1, 
by setting 1p' 1 (t) = do ( -1, t) and 'fn (t1, ... , tn-1, tn) = dn-1 ( 'fn-1 c t1, ... , tn-1), tn) for 

n ~ 2. Then 'fn maps I"- jn homeomorphically onto S" -e0• Define a map 

(2·7)' h;: CS!:, S~-1)---> (Sk",eo) 

by the formula h; ( 'l/rnCt1 ·· · t.) ·· · 'fn (tck-1ln+1, ·· · , tkn)) = 'fkn Ct1, · · · ,tkn) then h; maps 
ek• = SZ- S~_ 1 homeomorphiclally onto Sk• -e0• Let 

(2·7)" hk: cs:::,, s;:_1)---> cs,;;, eo) 

be the combina trial extension of h{. 

For a given map j: (S", eo)---> (Sm, e0), we define a map 

(2 · 8) CJY: csk•, eo) ___. (Skm, eo) 

such that the diagram 
S n h{ Skn k-----> 

l - l (J)k 
f h' Sm k Skm k-----> 

is commutative. Obviously such a map (J)k is determined uniquely and continuous. 

(2 · 8)' If a E 7r11 (Sm) is represented by f, then (J)k represents ( -1)~' ECk-1Jm 

(aoE•-mao ··· oECk-1Jcn-mJa) Enkn(Sk"'), where é=~kn(n+m) (k-1) and we orient 

the sphere sr such that the map ·.frr preserves the orientations. 

Proof Define a map 
(2·8)" <Pn, r: (S" x sr, S" V Sr)---> (S•·J·r, e0 ) 

by the formula <Pn, rC'I/r.(t1, ... 't.), 'fr(u1, ... , , Ur)) ='fn+r(t1, ... , t., u1, ... , Ur), (t1, ... , 

t.) E !", (u1, ... , Ur) E F, then cp., r maps (S"-eo) x csr -eo) homeomorphically onto 

s•+r -e0 • Then we have the following commutative diagram 

s· x SCk-1)n jx (J)k-1 sm x SC''-1)m 

l cfJn, (H)n l <Pm, (k-1)m 
Sk" _ (JJ~ skm 

where (fx(J)k-1)(x,y) = (f(x.),(J)k-1(y)). In the notation of [2], the diagram 
shows that the class a k of Cf) k is the reduced jo in of a and a k-1. By [2, Th. 3 · 2.], 
ak= ( -1)Ck-1)"(n+mJECk-l)"'aoE"ak-1, and then (2·8)' is proved by the induction on k. 

q. e. d. 
Let F be the combinatorial extension of (J)k, then from the definition of the 

combinatorial extension it is easily verified that the diagram 

S n hk Skn 
00 --~ 00 v- 1F 

S m hk Skm 
co-----> 00 

is commutative. From (1·1), (2 · 3) and (2 · 6), we have the following commutative 
diagram 

(2. 9) 
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where H~ = tr1az *ohk* : n 1(S':xo, SJ;_1) ~ n1(S'g;) ~ n1(SJ(Skr' 1)) ~ n,, 1 (Sk'+1) 

for r = n, m and H~ is equivalent to hk*· 

The following theorem is due to James [8]. 

THEOREM (2·10). If n is odd, then n,(SJ(Sn+1), S") and n1 , 1 (S2"+1) are isomorphic. 

Proof. If n= 1, this follows from the fact that n 1+1 (S2) ;::::;n1_, 1 (S 3) +n,(S1) and 

n 1 ( S1) = 0 for j > 1. N ow suppose n ~ 3. By the isomorphisms of (1·1) and (2 • 3)', 

it is sufficient to prove that h2* : n, (Sr!x.,, S") ~ n1 (S'gY,) is an isomorphism for all i. 

The conditions i) and ii) of (1· 7) are easily verified for the map h2 : (Sr!x.,, S") ~ 

CS~, eo). Take generators e1 E H 1"CSf!x..) ande; E H21"CS~) such as in C2·4) and such 

that h~Ce~)=e2. From the relatinosin (2·4), h2 satisfies iii) and iv) of C1·7) when 

we set F= {eo, etl and B= {eo, e2, e4 , ••• }. We have that htCe;) =e21 since Ci!)h~(e;) 

=h~CCe~) 1) = CMCe~)) 1 = Ce2)1= Ci !)e21. Then the map h2 satisfies all the conditions 

of C1·7) for R = Z, and the theorem Cl·8) implies that h2*: n 1CSf!xo, S")--------o;.n,CS~) 

is an isomorphism for all i > 1. q. e. d. 

It is also proved in [8] that 

C2·10)' if n is even n,CSJCS"+1), S") and n1+1CS2"' 1) are (9 2-isomorphic. 

This is, however, contained in the following theorem as the case p = 2. 

THEOREM (2·11) If n is even and p is a prime, then n1CSJCS"+1), S~_1) and 

ni-+1CSP"+1) are C9risomorphic. 

Proof. By C1·1), (2·3) and (2·3)',itissufficienttoprove that hh: n,CSf!x.., Sz_1) 

~ n 1CSf;J.) is a Grisomorphism for all i. Since hp is of degree 1 on eP", we may 

take generators e1 E H 1"CSf!x..) and e; E H 1P"CSf;;) such as in (2·4) and such that ht(e~) 

=ep. Set B= {eo, ep, e2p, ···} (i!)Zp and F= {e0, ···, ep-1 ) ®Zp. Then the conditions 

i), ii) and iv) are easily verified for the map hp: CSf!x.., Sz_1) _,. (Sf};, eo) and for 

the coefficient field R=Zp. By i) of (2·4), ejp"e;=ePti)ejp+1 and ePt1)==1 

(mod. p) for 0 ~i <P. Next, in the integral coefficient, we have that hF(ej) =ft(2~)··· 

C~)ejp since (j!)h% (ej)=h% ((e~)j)=(h% (e~))j=(ep)j=(2~) ··· C$)ejp. Since ftC2$)··· 

C~) = CZ$=D ··· C$=D == 1 (mod. p), we have an isomorphism h% : H*(Sf;;, Zp) ;::::;B. 

Therefore the map hp satisfies the conditions of (1·7), and we have from the theorem 

(1·8) that hp*: n, (Sf!x_., S')_1) ~rr,CSf;;) is a Grisomorphism for i > 1. Then 

the theorem is proved. q. e. d. 

CoROLLARY (2 ·12). W e have an ismnorphism of p-primary components : 

Hp=H~o[*-1 =Sr1 oz*ohp*o[*-1 : n,(SJ(S"+1), S')_1; p) ;::::;n,(Sf!x_., S')_1; p) 

;:::,;ni(Sf};; jJ) ;::::;n,CSJCStn•+1); p) ;::::;ni+1(SP>~+1; p) 

3. Cohomology of sorne path spaces 

In this §, we suppose that n is even. 

First we calculate the cohomology ring of the spa ce !J(SZ _1) of loops in SZ-1. 

The path-space !J(S%-1, Sz_1) is a fibre-space with the base Sz_1 and the fibre 
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JJ (Sz_1). Let (E f' q' d,) be the (integral) cohomological spectral sequence associated 

with this fibering. Since JJ (SZ-1, sz_1) is contractible, E {!;, q = 0 for P + q > O. Since 

sz_1 is simply connected and since H*(S%_1) is free, E~·q::::::;HP(S%-1) ®Hq(JJ(S%-1)). 

If an element a of E f' q is d,-cocycle for r ~ s < t, we denote by K'i a its cohomology 

class in Ef• q. If p '"'r 0, n, ······ , (k-1)n, then Eg• q = Ef• q = 0 for r ~ 2 and dr Cr~ 2) 

is trivial when r '"'rn, 2n, · ... ··, ( k- 1) n. Therefore we have isomorphisms K~: E "t 
=E: , K~7Jf1l: ETn+1 = Ef<nHJ, i = 1, 2, ······, k-1 and K~-1ln+1: E tk-1Jn+1 = E't,. Consider 
elements a E H"-1(JJ(Sz_1)) and bi E HiCkn-2 ) (JJ(S%_1)), j = 0, 1, 2. · ..... , su ch that 

(3·1), i) d,(K~(l®a)) =K~(e1@1), 

ii) bo = 1, 

iii) d(k-1ln(KZk-1ln(1@bj)) =KZk-1)n(ek-1®a•bj-1). 

Th en 

(3 • 2), i) the elements a and bi are uniquely determined by (3 ·1), 

ii) and b, ·bi= (iti)b;+j. 

Proof Since E~;:i- 1 =E~"-1=0 and E~+01 =E'/;,0 =0, the sequence 0 ~E~,n-J~ 
E~· 0 ~ 0 is exact. Since K~ are al ways isomorphisms, we have an isomorphism 

(K~)-1 ad;;-1 aK~: E~· 0 ~E~· 0 ~E~·"-1 ~E2·"-1. Then a is determined uniquely 

by (3·1), i). Since Efi,i1Jn+1=Ef!;,q=O if P+q'"'rO, the boundary homomorphisms 

dck-1)n are always isomorphisms. Since d,: O=E;r,q+r-t~E~·q is trivial, E~+i 

C E~· q and (KZk-1Jn) -1 : E~i,i1ln ~ Eg• q is defined and an isomorphism into. Since 

d,(E~k-1Jn, q) = 0, K~ is defined on the whole of E~k-1Jn, q. Therefore a homo

morphism (KZk-1Jn) -1 a dcl-1Jn o KZk-l)n: Ef'-1l", q ~ EiZ=l\~·q ~ E~!,'!.-iJC::-1)"-1 ~ 

Eg,q+(k-1)"-1 is defined. Then 1®bi is the image of ek_1@a·bi_1 under this 

homomorphism and bi is determined by ii) and iii) of (3 ·1) uniquely. Next we 

prove the formula ii) of (3 • 2) by the induction on the total dimension i+ j. Obviously 

bo·b;=b, ·bo=bi. Suppose that i, j> 0, b;-1'bj = CïtL!1) bi+i-1 and b;·bi_1 = (i~i-l) 

b;,)-1· Since 1@b; and 1®bi are dr-cocycles for 2 ~ r< (/<-1)n, their product 

(1@b;)•(10bi)=(l@b;•bi) is also d,-cocycle for 2~r< (k-l)n. Then 

d (k-1)n(KZk-1)n (1 ® b; • b ;) ) 

=dck-1)n(KZk-1)n(1@b;) •KZk-1)n(1@b,)) 

=KZHJnCCeH®a·b,_1) • (l@bj)) +KZk-1JnCC1 ®b,) • (ek-1®a·bH)) 

= KZk-1Jn(ek-1 ®a • (b;-1 • bi+b; • bj-1)) 

= K7k-1)n(ek-1® ( (iti11) + (i+{-1) )a· b;+j-1) 

=dck-1)n(KZk-1)n(1@ (iti)b;+j)). 

By operaling the homomorphism (KZk-1Jn)-1 od(k1_1Jn, we have that 1@b;·bi = 1 

®(iti)b,+i and then the formula ii) of (3·2) is verified. e. q. d. 

Let P' (a, bj) be a subring of H*(JJ(S%-1)) generated by the elements a, b1, b2 , 

······,and set P 1 (a, b j) = H 1 (JJ(S%_1)) nP* (a, b j). Then 
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LEMMA (3·3). the elements bj and a•bj, j=O, 1, 2, ······,are of infinite orders, 

and H1 (SJ(S~_1))/P1 (a, bj) E (9p for a prime p~k and for al! t (n: even). 

As a corollary, 

(3·3)' J-l"'(SJ(S%_1), Zp) ~P*(a, bj) ®Zp for a prime p ~!?. 

Proof of (3·3). Obviously H 0 (SJ(SZ-1)) =P0 (a, bj) =b0 , so that we prove (3·3) 

by the induction on the dimension t >O. Suppose that (3 • 3) is true for di111. < t, t >O. 

i), The case t~j(kn-2)+in-1 and t~j(kn-2)+(i+1)n-2 for j~O and for 

1 ;;:; i <k. In this case, t-in+ 1 ~ j (kn-2) and t- in+ 1 ~ j(kn- 2) + n -1, then 

E&n, l-l1z+l ~ Ht-in+1 (Q(S~_ 1)) E (9p and Ei~·l-in+l E (9 p. Sin ce the coboundaries in E~~~ 

are trivial, Eg.t = E~.t-::; Eg~1 -:J ·· · -:JE~~~= E?;} = 0 and d,n maps E~~~ / E~iiün isomor

phically into E}~· l-in+l E (9p. Then EMün E (9p implies E~;,t E 8p for 1;;:; i < !?. There

fore we have that Eg· 1 ~H1 (SJ(S%_1)) E (9p. 

ii) The case t= j(kn-2) +n-1. In this case t-in+1= (j-1) (kn-2) + (k-i+1) 

n-2 and Efn,l-in+1 ~HI-in+1 (Q(S%_1)) E (9p for 1 < i <k. Similarly to the case i), 

E~~ 1/Efi+l)nE (9p for 1 < i < k and this implies thet Eg~ 1 E C9p. Since dn(K~(l®a·bj)) 

= dn(t.:~(1 ®a))· t.:;;(l® bj) = t.:~(e1 ® bj), the sequence: EB~ 1 -----? E~· 1/ {t.:~(1 ®a•bj)} ~ 
E~· t-n+l / {t.:;;(e1 ® bi)} ~ H 1-"+1 (Q(S%_1)) / {bj}) E (9 p is exact and t.:);(1 ® a• bi) has to 

be of infinite order. Then E~11/K;;(1®a•bi) ~lJI(Q(S%_1))/{a•bj) E (9p and a•bi 

is of infinite order. 

iii) The case h (j+l) (kn-2), j~ O. In this case t-in+1= j(kn-2) + (k-i-1)n 

+n-1 and Ekn,t-in+1 ~H1- 1"'1 (Q(S%_ 1))E(9p for 1;;;;i<k-1. Similarly to the case 

i), E~~ 1/E~ii1)nEC9p for 1;;:;i<k-1 and this implif•3 that Eg.t;E~i/-llnEC9p. Since 
d r~ 

d;n(Ej~-1)n, I-Ck-1)n+1) = 0, the sequence Ej~-i-1)n,l-(k-i-1)n ~ Ej~-1)n,t-(k-1)n+1 ~~ 

Ei~+il~,I-Ck-l)n+ 1 ---? 0 is exact. Since t- (k - i- 1) n = j (kn- 2) + ( i + 1) n- 2, 
E~k-Hln,l-ck-i-1)n~Ht-ek-i-1ln(Q(S~_1)) E (9p and Ej~-i-1)n,I-Ck-i-1)nE (9p for 1 ;;;;i<k 

-1, and then K~1+1ln is a (9 p-isomorphism for 1 ;;:; i < k -1. Therefore the homomor
phism (KZk-l)n) -lod cl-1)n° KZk-1)n: E~k-1 )n, l-(k-l)n+l---? Eii=ii~· l-(k-J)n+1 -:o> E~i/-1)n---? 

Eg· 1 is a 8risomorphism, since d Ck-1)n is an isomorphism. This isomorphism maps 

ek_1Q9a•bi to 1®bi+1, then HHk-l)n+1(Q(S%-1))/{a·bj) E (9p implies that H 1(Q(S'k--1))/ 

{ b i+1 } E (9 p and the element b i+1 has an infinite or der. 

iv) The case t=j(kn-2) +in-1 or t= j(kn-2) +in-2 for j~ 0 and for 1 < i < 1<. 

Since dn(K;;(e1_ 1Q9a•bj)) =d11 (K;;(1®a)) ·K;;(e;-1®bi) =K;;((e1®1) • (ei-1®b1)) =K;;(ie1®bi) 
by (2·4), i), the boundary homomorphism d.: E,~i-l)n,j(kn-Z)+n-1 ->-E~··i<kn-Z) is a 

8risomorphism for 1;;:; i < !z. Then we have that E;i-J)n,i<kn-Z)+>t-1 E (9p and E~n,i<kn-l) 

E (9 p for r > n and for 1 ;;:; i <k. It is easily seen that in this case the image of 

d1, : E7~ 1 -----? E }~· l-in+l belongs to (9 1, for 1 ~ i <k. Then by the same argument as 

the case i), we have that H 1(Q(SZ-1)) E 8p. 

Consequently, for ali dimension t> 0, Hs(tJ(S%_ 1))/Ps(a, bi) E (9p for s < t implies 

H 1(SJ(SZ_ 1))/P(a, bj) 3 C9p, and the !emma (3·3) is proved by the induction. 
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Next we prove that 

(3·4) Hi(t2CS%-1, S%-2)) =H-ck-lJ'"1 (t2(SZ-1)) and Hi(t2CSZ-1, Sz_z)) =Hi-Ck-1ln+1(t2 

(S%-1)) for i >O. 

Proof. Let Et·q be the spectral sequence associated with the fibering Ct2CSZ-1, 

S%-1), tJCS%-1, S~-z)) ~ (S%-1, S%_ 2) whose fibre is tJ(S%-1). Since the pair CS%-1, 

S%-z) is acy clic, the spectral sequence E f' q is trivial for r ~ 2. Then HC"-1l n+q (JJ 

CS%-1, S~-·1), tJCS%-1, sz_z)) = E2J!,-iln,q = mk-t)n,q = HCk-lJn CS%-1, S~_z) ®Hq (!2 (S~-1)) 

=Hq(JJ(SZ_1)). Since the space Q(S%-1, S%_1) is contractible, the coboundary homo

morphism o: HC"-1l"+ 1 - 1 (JJ(S%-1, sz_ 2)) ~O>-Hc"-1l"'q(JJ(S%-1, S%-1), tJCS%-1, S%-z)) is 

an isomorphism for (k-l)n+q-1>0. Therefore, by setting i= (k-1)n+q-1, we 

have the isomorphism (3·4). For the homology the proof is similar. q. e. d. 

Let i: JJ(S%_1) ~ JJCS%-1, S'%-z) be the injection, then 

(3·5) the injection homomorphism i": Hk"-2 (t2(S'%_ 1, Sz_ 2)) ~ H"n-2 (!2(5'%_1)) is 

a (9 p-isomorphism for a prime P ~ k ~ 2. 

Proof. Let E;• q be the spectral sequence mod. p associated with the fibering 

tJ(S%-1, S%_ 2) ~ S'%-z, then E~·q=Hs(S%-z, Zp) ®Hq(JJ(S%-1), Zp). By (3·3)', E~,q 

=0 when kn-2~s+q~kn-1, (s, q)~(O, kn-2) and (s, q)~(O, (k+l)n--3). Then 

the operator dr is trivial in E;•q if s+q=kn-2, thus E2•kn-2 =E'l;;,"n-2 and E~kn-2-s 

= 0 if s >O. Since the injection homomorphism i* is represented by the composition 

H""-2 (t2(S%-1, 57,_ 2), Zp) ~ E'l;,kn-2 CE2•kn-2=H1'"-2 (J2(S%_1), Zp), i'' is an isomor

phism with the coefficient Zp. By (3·3) and (3·4) the groups H*(JJ(S%-1)) and 

H*CJJCS%-1, S'%_ 2)) have no p-torsions. Then the injection homomorphism i*: Hk"-2 (J2 

(57,_1 , sz_ 2))~H'1"-2 (JJ(S%_ 1)) is a C?risomorphism. q. e. d. 

REMARK. It may be proved that the homomorphism (KZk-t) 11 )-1 odr1-Jn°K7k-1)n: 

E~k-l)n, q ~ Eg· q+ Ck-l)n-l is equivalent to the homomorphism i* o a-1 : HCk-l)n+q (JJ 

(S%-1, S~- 1,), JJCS%-1, S'~-z))=HCk-lJnlq-i(JJ(Sk-1, S~_z))-'>HCk-t)n+q-1 (J2(S%-1)). Then 

the isomorphism of (3·4) maps bj+l to a·b1 and, in (3·5), b1 is the image of a 

generator of Hkn-Z(JJ(S%-1, sz_z)). 

Considera complex K'=S%_1 Ue1"'. Then 

(3 • 6) the following two conditions are equivalent (p ~ k) 

i) e~~o in Hk"(K', Zp). 

ii) Hkn-z (JJ (K')' Zp) =O. 

Proof. e1 • ek- 1 =tek for an integer t and for a genera tor ek of Hk 11 (K'). Since 

e~-1 = (k-1)! e"_1 and (k-1)! $0 (mod. p), the condition i) is equivalent to 

i)' t $ 0 (mod. p). 

Let E;• q be the cohomological spectral sequence mod. p associated with the fibering 

tJ(K', K') -----'3» K', then E2' q = Hs(IC, Zp) ®Hq(JJ(K'), Zp) and Et, is trivial. As 

the proof of (3·3), we see that H 1 (Q(K'), Zp) = 0 for n-1 < i < kn-2. Since 

dr: E~· rw-2 ~ E~,kn-r-J is trivial for 2 ~ r< (k--l)n, we have an isomorphism KZk-i)n: 

E8·k"-2 = E~J,~i)~. Since E~i/''.i)~; 1 ~~ E /Z~:l5;:•1_1-1 = 0, we have an isomorphism dcHln 
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E~i,~"t)~ i"::! Eii=i~:··-1. Since the coboundary operator dr is trivial in E;k-l)n,n-l for 

n < r< (k- 1)n, we have an isomorphism ,.~t!ün: E~t11Jn,n-l i"::! EiZ=i~~··-1. Since 
d,(E ~k-l)n, 2"-2) = 0 if k > 2, the sequence 0---->- E ~t1ü•, •-1--+ E ~k-l)n, •-1 ---->- E~•,o is 

exact if k > 2. If k = 2 the sequence 0 ---->- E~· 2"-2 --+ E~; n-l --+ E~m 0 is exact. 

Consequently we have that Hk•-2 (JJ(K'), Zp) i":::Eg,kn-2 =0 if and only if d.: 

E~k-l)n, •-1 --+ E~•,o is an isomorphism. Since d.(K~(ek-1 ®a))= JC~(e1·ek-1® 1) = tJC~(ek 

® 1) and since JC ~ are isomorphisms, the conditions i)' and ii) are equivalent. 

q. e. d. 

4. The group 'ïl';(SZ-1), n: even. 

In this § we suppose that n is even. 

First we consider the case n = 2. Let M k-l be the (k -1) -dimensional complex 

projective space. There is a fibre bundle (S2k-1, Po, Mk_1) with the fibre 51. Then 

we have an isomorphism 7!;(Mk_1) """n;(S2k-1) +7!;_1(51) for ali i and n, (Mk-1) =0 for 

2 < i < 2k -1. Since the dimension of S~_1 is 2k- 2, the identity on 5 2 is extended 

over a map 

f: S~-1---->- Mk-1 
and these maps fare homotopie to each other. 

THEOREM (4·1) The map f induces a @p-isomorphismf*: 7!,(5~_1) ---->-n;(Mk-1) 

i"::17!;(S2k-1)+n;_1 (S1) for a prime p;;;;.k;;;;.2. 

Proof By (1· 6), it is sufficient to prove that 

f*: H*(Mk-1, Zp) """H*(S~-1, Zp). 

Let e;, i = 1, ·· · ,k -1, be genera tors of H 2' (S~_1) such as in (2 · 4). From the 

definition off, there is a generator e of H 2 (Mk_1) such that f*(e) = e1 • As is well 

known, e; isageneratorof H 2'(Mk-1) for O~i~k-1. Sincef*(e')=Cf*(e));=(e1); 

=ile, and since i! ;tO (mod. p) for O~i~k-1<P, we have thatf* is a @p-iso

morphism for ali dimensions. Then f* is an isomorphism of mod. p. q. e. d. 

(4 • 2) There is a map g: S2k-l---->- S~1 whose class in 'ïl'zk-1 (S~_1) is not divisible 

by p for a prime p ;;;;. k. Then g* : 7!, (S2k-1) --+ 'ïl'; (S~-1) is a (9 p-isomorphism for 

i > 2. (k;;;;. 2). 

Proof The first part of (4·2) is easily verified from (4·1). Since Po*: 7!zk-l 
(S 2k-1)--+ n 2k_1 (Mk_ 1) is an isomorphism, there is a map g': S2k-l~szk-l such 

that the compositions p0 og' and fog are homotopie to each other. Then the degree of 

g' is not divisible by p. Since g' induces C9risomorphisms of the cohomology groups, 

g' induces @p-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups by (1·6). Then Po*og~=f*og* 

is a (9 p- isomorphism. Sin ce Po* is an isomorphism for i > 2 and sin ce f* and g~ are 

(9 p-isomorphisms, g* is a (9 p-isomorphism for i > 2. q. e. d. 

(4·3) There is a map g0 : S 2k-z____,. JJ(S~_ 1) such that (p;;;;.k) 

g?;: H2k-z(JJ(S%_1), Zp) """H2k-z(S2k-z, Zp). 

Proof Let T be the universal covering space of JJ(S'J,_1) and let 11 :T---->-
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Q(5~_1) be the projection. Then we have that H;(Q(5~_1), Zp) ;:::::;Hi(T, Zp)-t-Hi-1 

(T, Zp) and a*: H2k-2 (Q(5~_1), Zp);:::::; H 2k-2 (T, Zp) (cf. [10, Ch. I, Prop. 4, Cor. 1]). 

By (3·3)', H;(T, Zp);:::::; Hi(S 2k-2, Zp) for i < 4k-4. Then there is a map g': 5 2k-2 

-----ô> T such that g'*: H 2k-2 (T, Zp) ;::::!H2k-2 (5 2k.c2, Zp). Then (4·3) is proved by 

setting go= aog'. q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION ( 4 • 4). Let n be even and let p be a prime ;::;;; k ;::;;; 2. If the re is 

a map g: 5k"-1 -----ô> 5%-1 such that (Qg)*: Hk"-2 (Q(5%_1), Zp) ;:::::; Hk"-2 (Q(5k"-1), Zp), 

then the correspondence (a, (3) -----ô> Ea-t-g*/3 defines a 03p-isomorphiswt n;-1(5"-1) +n; 

(5kn-1) -----ô> n, (5%-1), i > 1. 

Proof First consider the case n = 2 and consider the universal covering space 
T of Q(5~_1) as in the proof of (4·3). Then there exists a map g': 5 2k-2 -----è> T 

such that pog' =Qg\ 5 2k-z. Since Hi(T, Zp) ;:::::;Hi(5 2k-2, Zp) for i < 4k -4, g;": nzk-z 

(52k-2) -----ô> nzk- 2 ( T) is a 03risomorphism. Therefore the class of Qg\ 5zk-2 in 

nzk-2(Q(S~-1)) is not divisible by p. Since n;_1(51)=0 for i>2, n 2(52k-1) =0 and 

n1CS1 );:::::; n 2(5x_1), (4·4) is proved, for n=2, by (4·2). 

Next consider the case n;::;;;4. Define a map G: 5"-1xQ(5k"-1) -----è>Q(5%_1) by 

the formula G(x, y) = i(x) * Qg(y) where * indicates the product in loops and i is 

the injection of (2 • 2) '. It is easy to see that the induced homomorphism G*: 

n;_1 (5"- 1 XQ(5k"-1)) ----ô>-7r;.- 1 (.Q(5~_ 1)) is equivalent to the correspondence given in 

( 4 · 4). By (1· 6), it is sufficient to prove that G*: H* (Q(5~_1)) -->H* (5"-1 x Q(5k"-1)) 

=H*(5"-1) ®H*(Q(51"'-1)) is a 03risomorphism. Let ej be generators of Hj(kn-Z) 

(Q(5k"-1)) such as in (2·4) and let a and bj be the elements of (3·2). We may 

set G*(bj) =1®g*(bj) = l®tjej for sorne integers tj. By the assumption of (4·4), 

t1ot=O (mod. p). By the assertion of (2·4), and (3·2), ii), we have that 1®t{j!ej 

= 10Ct1e1)j = (G*Cb1) )j = G*(b{) =G*(j! bj) = 1 ® tjj! ej. Therefore tj= t{ot=O (mod. p). 

Obviously G*(a) is a generator a'®l of H"-1(5"-1xQ(5k"-1)) and G*(a·bj)=tj(a' 

®ej). Then it follows from (3·3) that G* is a 03risomorphism. q. e. d. 

LEM MA ( 4 • 5) Let n be even ;::;;; 4 and let p be a prime ;::;;; k ;::;;; 2. Then the fol

lowing two conditions are equivalent; 

i) there is a map g: 5k"-1 -----ô> 5z_1 such that (Qg)* : Hk"-2 (Q (5z_1), Zp) 
;::::! Hkn-2(Q(5kn-1), Zp), 

ii) the re is a complex K = 5%_1 U ekn such that e~ ="\= 0 in Hkn (K, Zp). 

Proof Consider a map g' : 5k"-1-----è> 5%-1 and a complex K' = 5%_1 Uek" in which 

ekn is attached by the map g'. Let G' : 5 1"'-2 -> Q(5%-1) be the restriction of Qg' 

on 5k"-2 CQ(5 1"'-1). Define a space Q'=Q(5%-1) Uek"-1 by attaching a cell ek"-1 with 

the map G'. Let d: Q(5Z-1) xI-> 5%-1 be defined by setting d (x, t) =x(t), then 

dis extendable over d: Q' x/-> K' such that d maps é"'-1 x (I- Ï) homeomorphically 

onto ek". This shows that Q' is imbedded in Q(K'). Let (/J1: Q'----è>-5 1"'-1 and rp 2 : 

K' -> 5k" be maps which pinch Q(5J,_1) and 5/,_1 respectively. In the diagram 
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the commutativity holds, where i is the injection. By making use of [3, Th II], the 

homomorphisms <jJ1*' <jJ 2 *, E and also i* are isomorphisms for i ~ (k+ 1)n -4. Then 

i*: n,.(SJ') ~'7 n;(Q(K')) is an isomorphism for i ~ (k+l)n-4. By (1·6), i*: Hi 

(Q(K'))=H,.(Q') for i< (k+l)n-4. In the exact sequence···----)-H'(JJ', Zp)-----"> 

Hi(Q(S;:_ 1), Zp)~H,. 11 (Q',Q(S~_1),Zp)----?··· the coboundary homomorphism à 

is equivalent to the homomorphism (Qg')* : Jfi (Q (5~_1,) Zp) -'fr H' (Q(S''"-1), Zp) 

for i < (k+l)n-4 since we have the following commutative diagram 

/é~g;cskj"-l),Zpî ~ 1fi+1 (J2j', JJ(Sk"- 1~~~ 
H(!J(Sk•.- 1 ),Zp) G'* (~ G'* 1fi+l(S''"-l,Zp) 

~ ~~ . ~ 
H'(Sk•-z, Zp) -!, Hi+l(Ek"-1, Sk•-z, Zp) 

where G' is a characteristic map of ekd-1 such that G'=G'ISkn-z and the map 

i is the injection. Therefore Hk"-2 (Q(K'), Zp) =Hk"-2 (!2', Zp) =0 if and only if 

(Qg')*: Hk"-2 (Q(S~_ 1), Zp) -ô-Hk"-2 (J2(Skn-i), Zp) is an isomorphism. Then (3·6) 

implies the lemma ( 4 · 5). q. e. d. 

THEO REM ( 4. 6). i) If p > k, then the re is a map g: skn-i- sz-1 such that 

the corresPondence (a, ;3) -Ea+g*(;3) induces a r:9p-isomorphism: n,_1 (S"-1)+7r; 

(Sk"-1) ~'fr n, (SZ-t) for al! i > 1 (n: even). 

If the assertion of i) is truc for the case P = ft, then n/2 has ta be a Power of p. 

Proof i) is proved from (4·5), (4·4) and (2·3) by seiting k = sz. If n = 2, 

i) is true for the case p = k sin ce ( 4 · 2). Suppose that n ~4 and k =p. Consider 

the map G which is defined in the proof of (4·4). Then from the assertion of i), 

G* induces r:9risomorphisms of the homotopy groups. By (1·6), we have an 

isomorphism G*: H*(Q(S~_1), Zp) =H*(S"-1 xQ(Sl'"-1), Zp). Then (.Qg)*: lfP"-2 

(Q(S~-1), Zp) = 1fP"-2(Q(SP•-l), Zp). By (4·5), there is a complex K = s~-1 UePn 

such that cf~ 0 in lfP"(K, Zp). For the Steenrod's operation P"12, we have 

that P"12 : H" (K, Zp) =HP" (K, Zp) sin ce P"12 e1 = ef. Consider the map J,: (S~-1 
xi,S;,_lxÏ)-CS"+l,e0) of (2·2). We construct a complex L=S" 11 UeP"'1 and 

a map D' : (!{ x I, K x Ï) - (L, e0) such that d, =D' 1 Sz_ 1 x I and that D' maps 

eP" x CI- h homeomorphically onto eP"11 • Identifying the subset Kx ÎU e0 xI of Kx I 

to a single point, we obtain a suspension EK of K, and the identification defines 

a map D: EK- L such that D*: H;(L, Z 1,) =H,.(EK, Zp) for i = n + 1 and 

i = pn-+ 1. From the commutativity of the Steenrod's operation P"12 with D* and 

the suspension homomorphism (isomorphism), we have that P"12 : H" ' 1 (L, Z p) = 1f1"'11 
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(L, Z p). If n/2 is not a power of p, then by the Adem's relations in pi [ 1 ], [ 6 ], 

P"12 is a linear combination of iterations of P 1 for 0 < j < n/2. Sin ce pi (H"f 1 (L, Z p)) 

c H"' 21 CP-iJ (L, Z p) = 0 for 0 < j < n/2, pi and hence P"12 are trivial. This cont

radicts with the fact that pn;z is an isomorphism. Therefore n/2 has to be a power 

of p. q. e. d. 

REMARK We have that (4·6) is true for the case P = k and n = 2P. This 

follows from the fact that the cokernel of E 2 : n 2p'-z(S2P-t; p) -o> n 2p2 (S 2P+i; p) is 

Zp (see appendix). 

5. Relative Hopf invariant and applications 

Let A and B be spaces and let a0 and b0 be points of A and B respectively. 

Denote by A V B the subset A x b0 U a0 x B of A x B. Let i1 : A -o> A x b0 CA x B 

and i 2 : B -o> a0 x BeA x B be the injections and let P1 : A V B -o> A and p2 : A V B 

-o> B be the projections. It was proved in [16, § 4] that the injection homomor
poisms i 1*: n;(A) -o>n,(A V B) and i 2*: n,(B) ~o.-n;(A V B) and the boundary 

homomorphism a : n;+1 (A x B, A V B) -----0>- n; (A V B) are isomorphisms into and that 

we have a direct sum decomposition 

(5 ·1) n; (A V B) = i1* n; (A) +iz* n, (B) + 8n;+1 (A x B, A V B) for i > 1. 

A homomorphism 

(5·2) Q: 7i;(AVB)-o>ni+1(AxB.AVB) given bytheformula Q(a)=fl-1 (a-i1* 
(h*(a)) -i2*(Pz*(a))) is the projection to the third factor of (5·1). 

It follows from the exactness of the homotopy sequence of the pair (A V B, A) 

that the injection homomorphism j*: n;(A V B) -o> n, (A V B, A) is onto and its 

kernel is i1*n, (A). Therefore 

(5·1)' n,(A V B, A)= j*(i 2""n;(B)) + j* (an;,_1(A x B, A V B)) for i > 1. 

Similarly, from the exact squence of the triad (A V B; B, A) we have an isomorphism 

(5·1) 11 j~oj""oâ: n;,1(AxB, A V B) ""='n,(A V B; B, A) for i > 2, 

where j~,: n1CAV B; B, A) -o> n;(A V B; B, A) is the injection homomorphism. 

Projections 

(5·2)' Q': n,(AVB,A)-o>n;+1(AxB,AVB) 

(5·2) 11 and Q": n,(AVB;B,A)~n;+1(AxB,AVB) 

are defined such that the diagram 

n, (A V B) i!_.,. n, (A V B, A) ~ n;CA V B; B, A) 

(5·3) ~ Q lQ' /Q" 
~. n;+1 CA x B, A V B) " 

is commutative. Then Q''= (j~oj*o())-1, Q'=Q"oj~ and Q=Q~oj~oj*. 

29 

Let Kobe an (n-1)-connected finite cell complex and let e0 be a vertex, n~2. 

Attaching an r-cell er to Ko by a characteristic map 

~~: CI', ir, p-1) ~o.- CKo uer, Ka, eo), r~ 2, 
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such that ;t maps F- jr homeomorphically onto er, we have a C VV-complex 

K =,Kou er. Denote by I~- and fr_ subsets of l' given by I~ = { (t1,-··, t,) E: F 1 t,. ~ t} 
and Ir_= { Ct1,- .. , t,.) E !" 1 t,. ~ } } . The image of l';. un der the map p. is a closed r
cell Er and its boundary is an (r-1)-sphere sr-l containing Co. Set Ko=Ko u fJ. 

retract of K o and n, (K, Ko) """ni (K, K o) for all i. De fine a map 

1P: (K; Er, Ko) ---:.- (K V sr; sr, K) 

by the formula ~.p(x) =(x, e0) for xE K 0 and 

for (tl, ... , lr-1. t,.) E !", where Vr: (F, fr)~ csr, Co) is a map of (2·7). Then i.p 

pinches the sphere sr-l to a single point Co x Co of K v sr. Let 

cp,.: (Kx sr, K v sr)~ (ErK, Co) 

be a map which maps (K-e0)x(Sr-e0 ) homeomorphically onto ErK--e 0 • Aspace 

EX is called a susjJension of X rel. x 0 EX if there is a map 

d: (Xxi, XxÏ u x 0 xl)~ (EX, Xo) 

which maps (X-x 0 ) x (I-Ï) homeomorphically onto EX-x0 . The sphere Sr+1 

is a suspension of sr rel.e 0 by the map dr of (2·1). The space Er+1K is a 

suspension of ErK, if we define a map d: Er Kxi -? E"'1K by setting d(cpr(x,y), 

t)=cpr+l(x, drCY, t)), xEK, yESr, tEl. Therefore ErK is an dold suspension of 

K. 

Now we define homomorphisms H, H' and H" by 

(5·4) H=cp,.*oQo~.p*: n, (K) ~niCK V Sr)-~ni-11 (Kx sr, K V Sr)~ ni+l(ErK), 

(5·4)' H'=cp,._1,oQ'o~.p*: n,(K, Ko) ~niCK V sr, K) -~ni+l(Kx sr, K V ~ 

n;+1CErK), 

(5·4) 11 H"=cpr*oQ 11 oip*: n,(K; Er, K o)~n,(K v sr; sr, K)~nz11(Kx S', KV 

Sr)~ni1-1CErK). 

By (5 · 3) we have a commutative diagram 

ni(K) -----'»77:,(/(, K0 ) -'PnJK: Er, Ka) 

(5. 5) ~ H lH' /Hl, 
~ / 

n;+1CErK). 

The homomorphism H' is refered as a relative Hopf homomorphism. 

(5·6) If n, r>2, then the homomorphism H': n,(K; Er, Ko)~7Tz+1(E'K) is 

an isomorphism for i <Min. (2n+2, n+r, 2r)+r-3 and onto for i=Min. (2n+2, 

n+r, 2r) +r-3. 

Proof. Since (KxSr, KV Sr) is (n+r--1)-connected and KV sr is (Min. (n,r) 

-1) -connected, the homomorphism cp"'" is an isomorphism for i+ 1 <Min. (n, r) +n 

+r--1 and onto for i+l=Min.(n, r)+n+r-1 by [3, Th. 2]. Since (Ko, sr-1), 
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(Er, sr-1) and S' -t are Min. (n, r) -1, r-1 and (r- 2) -connected respective! y, the 

homomorphism cp*: 7!, (K; Er, Ko) ~7!;(KV sr; sr, K) is an isomorphism for i < 

Min.(n, r) +2r-3 and onto for i=Min. (n, r) +2r-3 by [9, Cor.(3·5)]. Since Q" 

is an isomorphism, (5 · 6) is proved. q. e. d. 

In the diagram 

... --+ 7!, (Er, S''-l) ~ 7!; (K, Ko)--+ 7!;(K; Er, Ko) --+"' 

a 1 (Î cp; 1 "x :~!/ 
7!;-1(sr-1) -~ 7!; c sr) L 7!; (K, Ko) !!.... 7!;;-1 (E' K)' 

the commutativity holds, where cp'=P2 ocp: K-----K V sr~sr and E is a sus

pension homomorphism. Since E is an isomorphism for i-1 < 2(r-l)-l, we have 

that n,(K, K 0)=Image i*+Kernel cp~, for i <2r-2 and that i* is an isomorphism 

into and cp~ is onto for i < 2r- 2. It follows from the exactness of the upper 
sequence of the above diagram and from (5·6) that 

(5·7) n;(K, Ka) ~n;(Sr)+77:;+1 (ErK) for i<Min.(2n, r)+r-2 and the projections 

to each factors are \0~ and H'. 

The homotopy class of the map p. is a genera tor of l!r (K, Ko) and it is denoted 

by the same symbol p.. Define a homomorphism 

P: ni-r+1(Ko) ~n;(K, Ko) 

by the formula P(a)=[a, p.], aEni-r+1(K0 ), where the bracket indicates the gener

alized Whitehead product [ 4]. Then 

(5·8) the homomorphisms P; 77:;_,.11(!(0 ) ~7!;(K, K 0 ) and p.*: 7!;(!', jr) -----7> 

7!;(K, Ko) are isomorphisms into for i < Min.(2n, r)+r-2 and we have a direct 
sum decomposition 

7!; (K, Ko) = p.*;r' (/', ir)+ Pni-r+1 (Ko) for i < Min. (2n, r) + r- 2. 

Proof It is sufficient to prove that the compositions 10~ op.* and 1-F oP are iso
morphisms onto for i < Min. (2n, r) + r- 2. It is easy to see that cp~, of!* is equivalent 

to the suspension homomorphism E: n,_1 csr-1) ----'3- n; (Sr). Then cp~ op.* is an iso

morphism for i < 2r- 2. Next consider the homomorphism H' oP= .Pr* o Q' a cp* oP 

For an element a E 7!,_r+1 (Ko), cp*(P(a)) =cp*[a, tt]=[ço*(a), cp*(t_t)]=[ço*(a), ;.r], 

where '·ris the class of Vr· Since \0 is identical on Ko, <;o*(a) =i,~(a) for the 

injection i': KaC KV sr. Therefore cpr*CQ'[i~(a), ''rJ)=H'(P(a)). Es+lJ( is a 

suspension of EsK with a map d: EsKxi~~E-'' 1K such that d(cps(x, y), t) =.Ps+1 

(x, ds(Y, t)). For a representative g: (Ji, Ï') -----7> (EsK, e0 ) of f3En;(EsK) we 

associate the class E/3 E 7!; 1.1(Es+1K) of a map Eg: (Ir'\ Ïi+1) -----7> (E 8 ' 1K, e0 ) by 

the formula Eg(t1, .. ·, tz;.1) =d(g(fv .. , t,), 1;11). Then we have a suspension homo
morphismE: n,(E 8K) __,.77:"1(Es+1K). Since EsK is (Min.(n, r)+s-1)-connected, 

E rs an isomorphism for i < 2Min. (n, r) + 2s- 2. 

Let f: (li-nt, f•-" 1 ) ~ (K0, e0) be a representative of a. Define a map 

fx 'o/s: (li-r+s+t, jz-r+s+1) ~ (Kx ss, K V ss) by the formula (fx 1/rs) Ctt.· .. , fz-r+s+1) 

= (f Cft, .. ·, ti-nt), -,JrsCti-r+z,. .. , t,_r+s+t)) and let a x 'sE ni-r+s+1 (Kx ss, K V Ss) be 
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the class of jx "1/Fs. From the definition of the mappings, we have the formulas 

E ( <Pso (f x .,h)) = <Ps+1 o (f x "1/Fs+l) and E ( <Ps* (a x 1 s)) = 1>s, 1* (a x t-s, 1). Therefore 

<Pr*Cax:.r) is an r-fold suspention Er(i*(a)) for the injection homomorphism i*: 

ni-r+1CKo) ~ni-r+1(K). For the boundary homomorphism fi: 77:;+1(KxSr, KVSr) 

~n;(KVS"), we have that 8(aX!.r)=[i~(a), ''r]. Then aX;.r=Q'(fi(aXi.,)) 

=Q'[i~(a), 1-rJ. Consequently we have the formula H'oP=Eroi*. Since the pair 

(K, Ka) is (r-1) -connected, the homomorphism i* : ni-r+l (K0) ~ 77:i-r+1 (K) is an 
isomorphism for i-r+l < r-1. The r-fold suspension Er: 77:i-r+1 (K)~ni+1(ErK) 

is an isomorphism for i-r+ 1 < 2Min. (n, r) -1. Th en H' oP is an isomorphism for 

i < Min.(2n, r) +r-2. q. e. d. 
k 

Analogous discussions are allowable for the case K- K 0 = U ej. W e replace Er 
k J~ 

by the union UE 1 (jJ of k cubes Ercil having a single point eo in common, KV Sr 
j~l k k k 

by ~p(K) =K V (U sr(j)) and E'K by <PrCKx (U sr(j))) = U E'(j)K, where sr Cil and 
j~1 j~1 j~1 

EruJK are copies of sr and Er K. Then as an analogy of (5·7), we have an iso-

morphism 
k k 

n;(K, K0)~n;(U srciJ)+n;,1(U Er(j)K) 
,~1 }~1 

k 
~2.: (n;(SruJ)+n;+1(E'uJK)) 

j~1 

for i < Min.(2n, r) +r-2. Let /J.i: (!', jr) ~ (K, K0) be characteristic maps of 

ej and denote by /J.j E nr(K, K 0 ) the class of fJ+ Define homomorphisms 

Pi: ni-r+1CKo) -o. n,(K, Ko) 

by the formula Pi(a)=[a, P.i]. Then we have that 

PROPOSITION (5 • 8)' If i < Min. (2n, r) + r-1 and n, r < 2, then 1-'·h and Pi are 

isomorphisms into and we have that 
k • 

77:;(K, K 0) ='L./IJ.i*n,(Ir, I')+Pini-rll(Ko)). 
j-1 

N ext consider the case n = 2. Then 
(5·8)" the formula of (5·8)' is also true for the ease n=2. 

Proof. If n=2, Min.(2n, r)+r-2=Min.(r+2, 2r-2). Obviously (5·8)' is true 

for i ~ r. Then it is sufficient to prove that (5 · 8)' is true for i = r+ 1 > 4. The 
• k k 

composition ~p~opi*: nr+1(I', !') ~nr+1 (K, K 0) ~nr+1CUSruJ)=:Enr+1(SruJ) is 
j~1 j~1 

an isomorphism into since the suspension homomorphism E: nr(sr-1) ~nr,-1(Sr) 

is an isomorphism for r > 3. Then Ph is an isomorphism into and its image is a 

direct factor of nr+1CK, K 0 ). Similarly to the proof of (5·8), we have a commuta
tive diagram 
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where P# is an injection homomorphism onto a direct factor 7!,+z(E'ciJK) of 
k 

n,+2 ( U E' (j)K). Since i* and E are isomorphisms for r > 3, Pi is an isomorphism 
j~l 

into and its image is a direct factor of n,+1 (K, K 0). Obviously the images of /J.i* 

and Pi are disjoint and we have a direct sum decomposition 
k • 

7rr+l(K, Ko) =~(/l.j*7rr+l(l', l') +Pj7rz(Ko)) +A 
J~1 

for a direct foctor A of n,+1CK, K 0). Now consider a path-space Q(K, K 0). By 

(1·1), n,+1 (K, K 0 ) ç:::;:;n,(JJ(K, K0)). Similar calculation to (3·4) shows that 

H;(JJ(K, Ko)) ç:::;:; H;+t(JJ(K, K), JJ(K, Ko)) ç:::;:; H,(K, Ko) 0 Hi-r+1(J2(K)), i >O. 
k 

Then there are a C W-complex L = U S~j)1+ U e/)'" (n"' ;;i'; r) and a map f: L _____,.. 
j~l '" 

JJ(K, K 0) such that f induces isomorphisms of the homology and homotopy groups. 
k 

Set L 0 = US~;?, then n,_1 (L0) ç:::;:; n,_1 (L0) ç:::;:; n,_1 (L) and n,(L0) is a direct factor of 
j~l k • 

n,(L) which corresponds to the factor ~/J.j*1Cr+tCI', l') of n,+1CK, Ko) ç:::;:; n,(J2 
j=l 

(K, K 0)). From the exactness of the sequence: n,(L0) _____,.. n,(L) _____,.. n,(L, L0) 

_____,. n,-1 CLo) _____,. 1Z"r-1 CL), we have that 

n,(L) /n,(L0 ) ç:::;:; n,(L, L0) ç:::;:; H,(L, L0) ç:::;:; H, (L) ~ H,(Q (K, K0)) ç:::;:; H,(K, K0)0 

H1 (!2 (K)) ç:::;:; H,(K, Ko) 0 n1 (JJ(K)) ç:::;:; H,(K, Ko) 0 nz (K) ç:::;:; H, (K, Ko) 0 'TCz (Ko). 
k 

Therefore ~Pin2(K0)+A is isomophic to H,(K, K0) 0 7rz(K0). Since K0 is a simply 
j~l 

connected finite cell complex, n2 (K) has a finite number of generators. Then the 

factor A has to be trivial, i. e., 

Consequently (5 • 8)" is established. q. e. d. 

Denote by CS") k the topological product s• x ... x s• of k n-spheres, k > 2. 

Define a permutation tJj: (S")k _____,. (S")k, 1 ~ j ~ k, by the formula tJj(x1,. .. ,xk) 

= (Xz,"'• Xj, Xt, Xj+1'"• '"Xk). Set 
ek•= (S"-e0 )k, e?-1l"=e0 X (S"-e0)k-t, 

S~ü=S"x (e0)k-1, eo= (ea)\ 

e}k-1l• = tJj Ce?-1l"), S~il = t7j(S~1l), 
k 

K= (S")k-ek• and Ka=K- ue<:k-lJ•, 
j~l J 

then K, K0 and U Sfjl are (k-1)n, (k-2)n and n skeletons of (S")k= (e0 u e•)k 

respectively. Define a map 

y~k): (Jk•, jk•) _____,. ((S")k, K) 

by setting y~k)(t1,. .. ,tkn) = C't.Ctt>",t,), .. ·, ,Y.(t(k-1)n+11"• tkn)). This map ,Yi,k) is a 

homeomorphism on ek• and then it represents an generator t of nkn((S")k, K). 

The group n.(Ka) is a free module generated by the classes ti of the maps tJjoy.: 

1" _____,. S"= Sf1) ____,..S?j) c Ka. We may take characteristic maps p 1 : (JCk-tJ•, jck-1 l", 

]Ck-1)"-1)----;.. (K, Ka, e0) such that p 1 =tJ1°/J.t and that p.1 is homotopie to 'o/i.k-1). 

Denote by /J.j E 7r(k- 1JnCK, K0) the class of /J.j. 
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PROPOSITION (5·9) If n;,:::; 2 and k>2, then we have a formula 
k 

fh=L:;(-1)CHJ"[I·j, ttJ 
j~1 

for the boundary homomorphism ô: nknCCS")k, K) ~ n1m-1CK, K 0 ). 

123 

Proof By (5·8)' and (5·8) 11 , we have a direct sum decomposition nkn-1CK,Ko) 
k • k lt 

= ~(!J.j*7rkn- 1 (JCk-l)", JCk-lJ")+Pinn(Ko)). Then Ô1 has a from ô:.=L;tl;*(aj)+.~ci,j 
1"''~1 j=l z' J=-1 

[1.1, !J.i] for sorne elements aiE nkn-1(ICk-lJn, J(k-lJn) and sorne integers c1,j. 

Let projections Pm: (S")" ~ (S")k-1, 1 ~ m ~ k, be defined by setting P1Cx1,-··, 

xk) = (xz,-··, xk) and Pm= P1 o a;/. Pm maps e;!:-lln homeomorphically onto a cell 

eCk-lJn = (S"-e0)k-1 of (S")k-l and maps K-e~:-lJn onto a subcomplex L= (S")k-l 

-eCk-lJn of (S")k-1. Then the composition p1 ott1 is a characteristic map of eck-lJn 

and p1o!J.1=P1oa-;;,1otJm 0 !J.1=PmofJm. As is easily seen, the elements Pm*(l;) for i~m 

form a system of the generators of 7rn(L) and Pm*Ct.m) =0. From (5·8), nkn-1 

((S")"-1, L)=CPm 0 /J.m)*n"n-1Cic"-1l", ic"-1l")+PnnCL) and Pm*[: . ., ttmJ. i~m, are 

linearly independent generators of Pnn(L). If j~m, then CPmott1 ) (IC"-1l") CL and 

thus CPm 0 /l.j)*(a 1 ) =0 and Pm*Cttj) =0. From the commutativity of the diagram 

k k 

we have that O=ôCPm*C))=Pm*(â.:)='L.,CPm 0 /tj)*(a 1 )+ 'L.,c;, iPm*[t;, /tj]=CPmot-tm)* 
j=1 t', j=l 

(am)+ 'L., C;, m Pm*[ i ;, !1-mJ. Then it follows from the above decomposition of 'lrkn-1 
i.=f:m 

((S")''-1, L) that am=O and c,, m=O for i~m. Therefore we have that 
k 

Ôi=~Cj, j[l-j, /lj]. 
j~l 

Next we determine the coefficient Cj, J• Let a map e: ((S") k-1, L)~csck-l)n, 

Co) be defined SUCh that e o'ljF~k-ll = '1/FCk-i)n, then e maps e(k-l)n homeomorphically 

onto sc"-1l"-e0. Define a map ~ 1 : (S")"~S"xsc"-1 l" by setting ~1Cx1,-··,xk) 

= Cx1, eCxz,-··, x")) and ~i=~1 oaj1 . Then ~j(K) cS" V sc"-1l", ~j(K0) cS" and 

~ j 0 /1-j = ~1 OtJj10 tJ; 0 P·1 = ~1 ° /J.i is a characteristic map of the ce li S" v sck-l)n- sn. 

Consider the following diagram 

Obviously tl1* (,) is a genera tor of n",(S" x sc"-1l", sn V sck-1J") and its boundary 

is, as the definition, the Whitehead product of the classes of ~frn and '1/F~k-ll. 

Therefore ô(~1*(<)) =[~h(i 1), ~1*(tl1)]=~1*['·1, tl!} Since tJ; is a homeomorphism 

of degree C -1) ci-lJ", ~~* Cô:.) =ô c~~* (:.)) = ac~h(tJ,:iO)) = ôC~h CC -1) ci-lJni)) = 

(-1)Ci-1l"~h[,. 1 , ,a1]. Since ~ 1 ott,=~1 ot-t1> ~ 1 o(tJ,oi1) =~1 oi1 and (~; 0 tJjoi1) (S")=e0 for 
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j"'ri, we have that t;1*(p.1)=t;H(fJ1), t;1*(t.1)=t;1*(t1) and t;;*(r.j)=O for j"'ri. Then 
k 

( -1) (i-l)•t;H[ &1, J1.1J = t; ;*(ill.)=: ~c j, j[t; '* (r.j), t; 1* (/..lj)] = C;, ;[ /;1* (1.1), t;h (p.1)] = C;, ;/;1*[ '·h 
J~1 

p.1]. Since /;1*[,.1, 1.11] is a generator of the infinite cyclic group Pn:.(S") C n:kn-1 

(S" V SCk-1)n, S") (by (5·8)), the equality ( -l)C 1 -1l"f;h[~,1 , ;.t1]=c1, 1/;H[•h J1.1J implies 

that c1, 1= ( -l)Ci-1)". Consequently we have the formula (5·9). q. e. d. 

Now consider the reduced product sz, and define a map 

'1k: cs•)k -?> s~ 

by the formula 1]k(X!,···, Xk) =X1···Xk- Obviously 'lJk(K) c sz-1, '1k(Ko) c Sl:-z and '1k 

maps ek"= (S")k-K homeomorphically onto ek"=S~-Sz_1• Also each ejk-1>•, 1 ~ i 

~ k, is mapped by 1Jk homeomorphically onto eC''-1)" = S%-1 - Sz_1 . The composition 

1Jko~~kl: (Jk", jkn) ~ ((S")\ K) -> (S%, Sf-1) maps Jkn_jkn homeomorphically 

onto ek"=S%-S%-1 and the composition h;,orho~~k>: (Ji'", ik•) ~ (Sk", e0 ) coïncides 

with the map ~kn· Conversely a characteristic map 11' : (Jk", jkn) ~ CSz, S%~~1) 
is homotopie to 1Jko~~k> if and only if the composition h~o 1~' has the same degree 

as that of ~kn· We take also the composition 1Jko J.l1 : JCk-l)n ~ K ~ S%_1 as a 

characteristic map of eCk-i)"=S%-1 -S%_2 and it is denoted by p.. Then p.=1Jkop.1 

for 1 ~ i ~ k and the composition h ~-1 o J1.: (JCk- 1)", jck- 1)") -"> (SCk-1)", e0 ) is 

homotopie to ~Ck-1ln· By applying the homomorphisms induced by the map 1Jk, it 

is deduced from (5 • 9) that 

(5 · 9)' if n ~ 2 and k > 2, we have a formula 

for the boudary homomorphism ô : n:knCS%, S%-1) _,.. n:kn-1 (SZ-1 , s;; __ 2) and for the 

classes 1. E n:knCS%, Sz_1), tJ E n:u,-1)n(S~-1 , S%- 2)and ,·.1 E rr"(S%-1) of ~,\k>, p. and ~" 

respectively. 

In particular 

(5. 9)" a,.= k[:-1, t.t] if n is even. 

Let a map 

~p,= ip: S%-1 ~ S%-1 V sck-1)n 

be defined as in the begining of this § by setting K = S~-1 and K 0 = S~~~z and by 

using the above characteristic map 11.. 

(5 ·10). Let n be even. Let '·n and :.ck-1)n be the classes of the 11zaps Vn and 

~Ck-1)n respectively. Then we have a formula 

1{'"*(8 .) =i,,Jâ,.) +k[,., "Ck-1)n] 

for the boundary homomorphism ô : rrkn (SZ, S ;:_1) -"> rrkn-1 (Sz_1), the induced homo

morphism I{Jn*: rr,,._1(Sf_1)--"> rrkn-1CS%_1 V SC"-1)") and the injection homomorphism 

i* : nkn-1 (S l:-1) -~ n:kn-1 (5;:_1 V sck-1)"). 

Proof. In the diagram 
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the commutativity holds. As is easily seen <p"* (p) = j*(t(k-1)n) E nck-llnCS f:-1 V SCk-lJ•, 

S~_1) and <p,*('.l) =l,. Then j*(!fJ,*(fh)) =ù(k[t,, tCHJ,]) by (5·9)". From the 

exactness of the lower sequence of the diagram, there is an element a of nkn-1 

(S/,'_1) such that i*a=!fJn*('àt)-k[,., 'CHJnJ Let p1 : SJ:_1 VSCk-lJn~sz_1 be the 

projection, then it is easy to see that the composition P1 o !fJn is homotopie to the 

identity of S%_1. Also the composition Pi o i: S J:_1 -- S J:_1 V sck-1>" ~ sz_1 is the 

identity. Obviously P1* (t·(k-1)n) = 0 for the homomorphism P1* induced by the map 

P1- Then a=Pi~Ji*(a))=P1*(!fJn*('àt)-k[r.., l(k-1)n])=Pl*(([Jn*('àt))='àl. Therefore 

!p,*('àl) -k[•,, l.(k-1)n]=i*('ài.). q. e. d. 

Let .Q2 (X,A) be defined by .Q2 (X,A)=.Q(J2(X),.Q(A)) in the notation of§ 1. 

.Q2 (X, A) is a space of singular 2-cubes : 

.Q2 (X, A)= {f: 1 2 ~X 1 j(Ï2) cA,f(jl) =x0 EX} 

with the compact open topology. For a map g: (Ji+2, ji+z, ]i+1) ~ (X, A, x0), 

define a map .Q2g: (Ji, Î') ~ (.Q~(X, A), / 0) by setting .Q2g(t1, ·· · , t;) (u1, Uz) = g(t1, 

···, t;, u1, Uz), (t1, ··· t;) E Ji, (u1, u 2) E J2. Then the correspondence g~ J22g induces 

an isomorphism 

(6 ·1) i>o· 
By an analogy of [16, § 4], we shall define a map 

(6·2) Q: .Q(AV B, A) -3> .Q2 (AxB, AV B) 

such that the diagram 

(6. 2)' 

is commutative. 

Define maps rj', rj'' : 12 ---- I by the formulas 

l/~2~ 3t1, 

rj' (tl,tz) = 3t1 -1, 1 + tz ~ 3t1 ~ 2, 

1, 2~3t1~3, 

and '~J''(t~, tz) =~1-r]'(1--tl, tz), Ct1, tz) El2• For a path f of .Q(AV B, A), we associate 

a singular 2-cell Q fE J22 (A x B, A V B) which is defined by the formula 
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Qf(t1, tz) = CP1Cf(1J'(t1, tz))), PzCf(1J''(t1, tz)))), 

where Pt:AVB~A and Pz:AVB-'>B and the projections in§ 5. The conti

nuity of the maps 'IJ', '1}'1, f, P1 and Pz implies that of the map Q. Then 

(6 • 2) 11 the dia gram (6 • 2)' is commutative. 

Proof Let i: n(AV B) ~ n(AV B, A) be the injection, then the diagram 

j* n,. (A V B) ~ n,. (A V B, A) 

ln . ln 
t* n,._1(n(AVB))--->- n,._1(n(AVB,A)) 

is commutative. First we prove the commutativity of the diagram 

Q 
n,.(AV B) --->- 7!:;+1(AxB, AV B) 

ln Q* lnz 
n;-1(n(AV B))--->- 7!:;_1(n2 (AxB, AV B)). 

(6·2)'" 

Let g: CI; ,Ïi) ~ (A V B, a0 x b0) be a map which belongs an element f3 of 

7r;(AVB). It is calculated directly that (()a(n2)-1oQ*on)(f3) is represented by a 

map G : (Ji, Ï') ~ (A V B, a0 x bo) which is given by the formula 

{
(P1(g(tü ···, ti-1, 1-3t;)), bo), O~t .. ~1/3, 

G Ct1, · · · , t,-1, t;) = g(t1, · · ·, t;-1, 3t, -1), 1/3 ~ t; ~ 213, 

(ao, Pz(g(t1, ···, ti-1, 3-3t;))), 2/3 ~ t, ~ 1. 

Then G represents -i1*(P1*(f3))+f3-iz*CPz*(f3)) =8(Q(f3)) by (5·2). Since a is 

an isomorphism into, (Jo(n2)-1 o(Lon=8oQ implies that (n2)-1 o{J*on=Q. Therefore 

(6·2)''' is commutative. Since ù is onto, (6·2)" follows from (5·1)' and (5·3). 

q. e. d. 

From the definition of Q, 

(6·3) Q maps the subset Q(A, A) of n(AVB, A) into the subset n2 (A, A) of nz 

(AxE, AVE). 

For given two maps /:(A, ao) ~(A', ao') and g: (B, bo) ~ (B', bo'), we 

define maps jxg: AxE~ A' xE' and /V g: AV B ~A' V B' by (fxg) (a, b) 

= (f(a), g(b)) and /V g= fxgfAV B. Then the diagram 

Q 
n(A V B, A) ~ n 2 (AxB, A V B) 

(6·4) ln uv g) Q ln(fxg) 
n(A' V B', A') ~ n 2 (A'XB', A' V B') 

is commutative. 

Let a map 

be defined as in § 5 by setting K=SZ-1 and Ko=Sz_2• Remark that p2 o~pn is 
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homotopie to h~_1 of (2·7)'. Define a map 

cf>1 : SZ-1 x 5 1 _______,. 5"+1 

by the formula {>1(x,d0 ((-1), t))=x(t), xES%_1 CQ(S""1), tEl. Inductively, by 

setting {>,(x, dr-1CY, t)) =dnrr-1Ccf>r-1Cx, y), t), xE SZ--1> y E sr-1, we obtain a map 

cf>r: CS%-1 x sr, SZ-1 V sr) _______,. (S"+r, eo), r~ 1. 

Remark that the restriction cf>riS" x sr is the map cf>n,r of (2·8)". 

Now we define a map 

(6. 5) 

by setting li=!22($ck-1ln°Qo!J~p11 : !2(5%_1, sz_2) -?>- !2CSz_1 V sc"-1l", sz_1) _______,. !22 CSZ-1 

x sck-1l", sz_1 V SC"-1l") ------?>- !22 (5""). The restriction of li on !J(SZ-1) is also de

noted by the same symbol 

(6. 5) 1 

From (6 · 3), we have easily that 

(6·6) h maps JJ(Sz_2) to a single point e0 of !22 (5""). 

Consider the map cf>r: (Sz_1 x sr, sz_1 V sr) -?>- (Er sz_1, eo) of § 5. Since cf>r 

maps SZ-1 x sr- Sz_1 V sr homeomorphically onto Er SZ-1 -eo, there is a map t r: 

Ersz_1----?>-S"+r such that cf>r=trocf>r- Then from (5·4)', (1·2) and (6·2)'' we 

have a commutative diagram 

H' t 
Cs" S" ) (EC"-1Jn S" ) - Ck-1ln* (Sk") ni k-1, 1~-z ~ ni+1 "' 1?-1 -----:;> ni·l·1 

!JJ li !~ 
n,_1(JJ(S'k-1, S'k-z)) -------=----------?>- n,_1(JJZCS"")). 

LEMMA (6·7) The induced homomorphism li*: Hk"-2 (IJ2(Sk")) -> Hk"-2 (JJ 

CS%-1. sz_z)) is an isomorphism onto Cn ~ 2, k > 2). 

Proof. As is easily seen Hk"-2 (JJ2 (Sk")) ~z and H;(JJ2 (Sk")) = 0 otherwise 

for 0 < i < 2/m- 4. The similar result is true for the homology. By (3 · 4), Hkn-z 

(JJ(SZ-1> Sz_2)) ~H"(JJ(S%_1))~Z. By (5·8) and (5·8)'', n;(JJ(S%-1, SZ-z))~n:;,1 

(SZ-1> Sz_2) ~7?:;+1 (SCk-1J") +n;+2 (ECk-1J"Sz_1) for i ~ kn --2 ~ (k+ l)n -4 and H' gives 

a projection to the second factor. Let j: S'"'-2 ------?>- JJ(SZ_1, sz_2) be a map whose 

class in nkn-zCJJ(S%_11 sz_2)) corresponds to a generator of 7r""(ECk-1J"SZ-1). In the 

above diagram, t Ck- 1) 11* and JJ2 are isomorphisms if i = lm -1. Th us the composition 

J[af: S'm-2 ------?>-JJ(S%_1, sz_2) ->JJ2 (Sk") represents a generator of n:kn-zC!22 (Sk")). 

Then (lioj)*:H;(Skn-z) ----?>-H;(!23 (S"")) is an isomorphism for i<Zkn-4. By the 

duality, f*ali*: H'"'-2 (!22 (5 1"')) -?>-Hk"-2 (!2(5%_1, Sz_2)) ----?>-H1"'-2 (Sk"-2) is an iso

morphism. Since these three groups are isomorphic to Z, Ft* and f* have to be 

isomorphisms. q. e. d. 

Let Wj,,q: SP 1 q-1_->SPV sq be a map which represents the Whitehead product 
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[.:p, t.q] of the classes 'P and t.q of the maps Vp and •h· Let 4>p,q: (SPxSq, SPVSq) 

----3> (SPI-q' e0) be a map which is given by (2·8)", then 1>P,q maps SPxSq-SPVSq 

homeomorphically onto SP+q -e0• Define a map 1: p,q: tJ(SP+q-1) ----3> .Q2 (SP+q) by 

setting 

(6. 8) 7: p, q = tJ21>p, qoQo !JIDp,q: !J(SP+q-1) ----3> !J(SPV Sq) ----3> !J2 (SP x sq, SPV Sq) ----3> 

tJZ(SP+q). 

Th en 

(6·8)' the induced homomorphism 7:p,q*: n;(!J(SP+q-1)) --3>7C;(!J2(SP+q)) is equivalent 

to the suspension homomorphism, that is, the following diagram is commutative 

n, (Sq+P-1) 

t!J 
'TC;-1 (!J(SP+q-1)) 

Proof. By (1·2) and (6·2)"', it is sufficient to prove that 1>P,q*oQowp,q*=E. 

Let EP+q be a closedcell bounded by SP+q-t, then there is an extension wp,q: EP+q 

--3-SPxSq of wp,q such that the composition 1>P,qowp,q: (EP+q, SP+q-1) ----3> (SP+q, 

e0) is a map of degree 1. In the diagram 

'TC;(SP+q-1) ~ 7C;+1(EP+q, SP+q-1) 

1 1 - ~ 1>P,q*owp,q* 
~ Wp,q* ~ COp,q* ~ 

a 1> ~ 
n;(SPV Sq) -«-77:;+1(SPxSq, SPV Sq) _ _.!_._~n;+1(SP+q) 

the commutativity holds and 1>p,q* 0 Wp,q*oa01=E. By (5·1) and (5·2), Qo8=iden-

tity. Then 4>p,q*oQowp,q*=1>p,q* 0 Qo8oiOp,q* 0 ao1=E. q. e. d. 

REMARK. Consider an injection i:SP+q-1--3-!J(SP+q) of (2·2)'. Then !Ji and 

1: p, q induces the same homomorphism. It is, however, a problem whether the maps 

!Ji and 1: p, q are homotopie to each other or not. 

Let X : sk•-1 ----3> S~_1 be an attaching map of the cell ek• = sz- sz_1 such that 

X represents the element a:. of (5·10). Let !k: Skn-1----3> Sk•-1 be a map of degree 

k. Let 1:: tJ(Sk"-1) ----3> !J2 (Sk") be the map Tn, Ck-1)n= .r;J21>., Ck-1)noQo !Jcon,Ck-1)n· Then 

LEMMA (6·9) the compositions 1:o!Jjk and ho!JX are homotopie to each other, 

that is to say, the diagram 

JJ(Skn-1) 

t JJ/k 
JJ(Skn-1) 

is homotopically commutative. 

Proof. By the definition of 1: and h, it 1s sufficient to prove the homotopical 

commutativity of the following diagram : 
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wnere p: Sk"-1 V S" ~ S" is the projection, g: Sk"-1 V S" ~ Sz_1 is a map defined 

by X=g/Sk"-1 :S""-1 ~sz_1 and the injection g/S":S"cSz_11 i:S"~S" is the 

identity and W: S'"'-1 -'l>- S""-1 V S" V sc"-2l" is a map which represents a sum 

l·kn-1 +k[t.m l·(k-i)n] for the classes t·kn-1, tn and l·(k-1ln of the maps '~hn-1, 1/rn and 

1JrCk-1ln respectively. 

Since the compositions w., (k-1)n°fk and CP Vi) o W represent the same element 

k[ ... ,,:(k-1).], they are homotopie to each other. Then we have the homotopical com

mutativity of the square CD. By (5·10), cp.oX and (gVi)o W represent the same 

element i*(fh) +k[1.,, t(k- 1 )n] and they are homotopie to each other. Then the 

homotopical commutativîty of ® holds. By (6 · 4), the sequares @ and 0 are 

commutative. Consider a diagram 
. gxi' . 

( (Sk"-1 V S") x 1, ea x ea x lU (Skn-1 V S") x 1) -------'3>-(SZ-1 x 1, ea x lU S/,-1 x 1) 

[ p xi' 1 -

J 
dn 

J dn 

(S" xl, e0 XlU S"xÏ) -------'3>- (Sn+\ eo) 

where i' is the identity of 1 and dn and d. are the maps of (2 ·1) and (2. 2). 

Since X=giSim-1 is an attaching map of ek"=Sz-sz_1 and since d~ can be extended 

over S%, the composition d,o(g/Sk"-1 xl): (Sk"-1xl, e0 xlUSkn-J xÏ) _,..(Sn+\ e0 ) 

is nullhomotopic rel. e0 x lU S""-1 x j_ Since the compsitions d~o (gx i') and d,o 

(pxi') coïncide on S"xl and since dnCCpxi')(S""-1xi))=e0, the above diagram 

is homotopically commutative. By making use of the map d0 : ( -1) x 1 _____,..Si, we 

see that the following diagram is homotopically commutative when r= 1 : 

( (Sk"-1 V S") x sr, Sk•-1 VS" V sr) 

JP X ir 
CS" x sr, S" V Sr) <Pn, r -------'3>-

csz __ 1x sr, s~-1 v sr) 

J $r 
csMr, eo) 
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where i, is the identity of sr. Let F?l: ((Sk"-1VS") x Si, Sk"-1VS"VS1)--:> (S"'\ 

e0) be a homotopy between F61l=r$1o(gxi1) and Ffll=cf>., 1o(pxi1). Define a 

homotopy Fi'): ( (Sk"-1V S") x S', Sk"-1V S"V Sr) --:>(Sn+', e0) inductively by setting 

F 1cr>(x, d,-1Cy, s))=dn~r-1CFf'-1l(x,y), s), xE Sk"-1VS", yE S'-1, sEI. We calculate 

easily that Fa'J=c$,o(gxir) and Fi'l=cf>.,,a(pxir). Then we have the homotopical 

commutativity of the above diagram, and therefore the homotopical commutativity 

of the sequre ®. Consequently the homotopical commutativity of the diagram 

(6 · 9) is proved. q. e. d. 

Let f: (S", e0)--:>(Sm, eo) be the suspension of a map j': cs•-1, e0 )--:> csm-1, 

eo), i. e., f=Ef',f(d.-1(x, t)) =dm-1Cf'(x), t). Let/": SZ-1--:> S;;'_1 be the combi· 

nato rial extension of f, i. e., !Cx1···xk-1) = j(x1). ··f(xk-1), X; E s·, i = 1,-· ·, k -1. Then 

we obtain a map 

(6 ·10) 

such that JJ]IS"-1= f': S"-1--:> sm-1cg(SJ:'__1). 

LEMMA (6 ·11) For the map h of (6 • 5) ', we have the following homotopically 

commutative diagram 

where (f)k is dejined in (2·8). 

Proof We shall prove the homotopical commutativity of three squares m the 

following diagram 

SJ/ 
----? 

(1) 

JJ(f-v (/)k-1) 
CJJCSZ-1 V sck-1l"), JJ(S~-1)) -----:> 

l Q (2) 
(JJ2(S~-1 x sck-1)", S~-1 V sck-1)•)' gz(S'k-1)) 

gz(J x (f)k-1) 
--------> 

(.Q(S'k-1), sm-1) 

l JJcpm 

(JJ(S'k-1 V SCH)m), JJ(SJ:'-1)) 

(.Q2(Sgt__1 x sck-1)m, S'k-1 v sck-1)m), JJZ(S'k'-1)) 

l.Q2cj;Ck-1)m 

.Q2( (f)k) 
--------:> (JJZ(Skm), eo), 

(3) 

then the lemma follows from the definition (6 · 5) of the map li. 
Homotopical commutativity of CD, follows from that of the diagram 
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f 
------~ CS'l:-1, S%'-z) 

1 (1)' 1 
{- <Pn - {-<Pm 

Cs" V sck-lJ" S" ) _ _!V (j)k-~ (Sm V sck-1Jm S"' ) k-1 ' k-1 k-1 ' k--1 

since S'-1 Cû(S!,_2), ço,(S/,_2) CS'k_1, r=n or m, and /(Sz_2) CSk'_2• For a map g: 

S"-1 ~ sm-t, we define a map E 0 g: (S", e0 ) _,_(Sm, e0 ) by setting Eog(Àn-1Ct, x)) 

=Àm-l(t,g(x)) where Àr-l:Ixsr-l~sr is a map given by Àr-1Ct,t1,···,tr))=(2t-1, 

2(t-t2)h1,···, 2(t-t2)~t,), r=n or m. E 0g is a sort of suspension of g and p(x, e0 ) 

=p(E0g(x), e0 ) for the distance function. Since fis a suspension, there exists a map 

g and a homotopy 

ft: (S", eo) ~ csm, eo) 

such that fo=f=Ef' and f1=E0g. Let E~+ and EG- be hemispheres of S' such 

that Et;+= { Ct1,···, tr+l) E Sr/t1 ~ 0} and E6_= { Ct1,···, tr+l) E S'/t1 ~ 0}. Let E!,k-l)r be 

a closed cell in eck-l)r given by E!,k-ür={xc·x,,_1ES/,_1jx;EE0_, i=1, ···,k-1} and 

let Sgk-l)r-l be the boundary of E!,k-llr. Define a homotopy {}~r): S'~ sr by 

1 the formulas Bjrl(À,_1(u,x))=À,_1((1+t)u,x) for o~u~z- and ojrl(Àr_1 (u,x)) 

1 
= Àr-1 (t+u- tu, x) for Z~ u ~ 1, and define a homotopy Bjrl : S/,_1 ~ S/,_1 by the 

formula B~'l(xr··Xk-l)=(}~'!(xl)···{}/'l(xk-1), X;ESr, i=1, ···,k-1. Then B6rl is the 

identity, (9~mlo_f;=j~o(9~nl, €J{rl(Sr,_1-(E!,k-llr_Sgk-llr-l))CS!,_2 and B{rl maps E!,k-llr 

- sgk-l)r-l homeomorphically onto eck-lJr = S/,_1 - S/,_2• In defining the map <Pn we 

may chose a characteristic map p.: (JCk-lJr, ik-lJr, ]Ck-l)r-l) ~ (S'k-v S/,_2, e0) of 

e(k-l)r such that E!,k-lJrcECk-l)r =p.(I:f_-llr). Define a map 

<P~: s;;_l ~ s;;_l v sck-l)r 

by setting ço~(x) =ço,(x) for xE 5;;_2=S/,_2Up.(ICJ,-llr) and <P~(y) = (eo, h~_1 (Birl(y))) 

for yEECk-lJr. Then ço~(ECk-1)r_E!,k-1lr)=e0 Xe0 and ço~,(h(y))=(hV(fl)k-l)(ço~(y)) 

for y E ECk-l)r. Define a homotopy ~~r): sk-l~s;;-1 by the formulas ~~rl(x) =X for 

xE S'k-z and 

c:;Crl( ( ••• t ))-{p.(th ···, (1+t)tck-1lr), tck-1lr~2, 
ç; t f-1. t1, , (k-l)r - ) ) 1 

p.(t1, ···, t+ (1-t tck-l)r , 2 ~ tck-lln 

for (tç·JcHJ,) E JCk-l)r, then ~f{l is the identity and ~i'l/S'k-2 =çor/S;;_2 =ço;J5;;_2 . 

The homotopical commutativity of the diagram 

_t; 
------~ CSZ'-1, Sk'-z) 

(1) Il 

hV Cf1)k-l 
------~ 

is shown by a homotopy Ft: (SZ_1, sz_2) _,_ (S'J:_1 V sck-lJm, S'/: .. 1) which 1s given 
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by the formulas F1(y) = (rp',(]i(y)) =UN (f1)k-1) (rp~(y)) for y E ECk-1)" and 

F.( )=)(rp;,,ofto~f7l)(x), O~t~!, 
tX ~(~f'!'.~toftorp~)(x), !~t~l, 

for xE SZ-1· Let Pz: SZ-1 v SCk-1)' ---3>- sck-1)' be the projection. From a homotopy 

h~-1o(iijfr): (5);_1> s;;_z) ---3>- (SCk-1)r, eo), we see that the maps h~-1 and Pzorp; are 

homotopie to each other. Since the map Il is chosen such that p2 orp,. is homotopie 

to h~_1 , the maps rp, and rp; carry ECk-1Jr onto sck-lJr with the same degree. Since 

rp,. and rp; coïncide on SJ;_2 , there exists a homotopy 

rpfr) : cs;;_!> s;;_z) ---3>- cs;;_1 v sck-lJr, s;;_1) 

such that lfJd'l=rp,. and rpi'l=rp;. By (2·5), f~: (SZ_1, S%_2) _,_ (57:_1, 57:_2) is a 

homotopy. Also (ft)k-1 is a homotopy. Then it follows from homotopies rpf'") oft 

and (];V Cft)k-1) orpi") that the homotopical commutativity of CD" implies that of CD'. 

Consequently the homotopical commutativity of the square CD is established. 

The commutativity of ® follows from (6 · 4). 

Homotopical commutativity of ®. By making use of the homotopy f 1, we see 

that the homotopical commutativity of ® follows from that of the diagram 

CS%-1 x sck-lJ", S~-1 V sck-1J") 

l cfcHln 

f-:-1 x (/1) k-l s s k 1 k 1 -~~-~--,.. ( 'k-1 x c - l'", Si,"-1 V sc - l'") 

(3)' 1 J: ~ 't'(k-1)m 

(51"', eo) (f1)k -~~--~--o. ( Skm, eo). 

For given two maps g: (SP, e0 ) _,_ (Sq, e0) and g': (SF, e0) --o. (Sq', e0), we 

define a reduced join [2] g*g': (SP+P', e0 ) --o. (Sq+q', e0 ) by the following commuta

tive diagram 

SP x SP' 

l cp p, P' 

SP+q' 

gxg' 
-~--o. 

g*g' 
-~--o. 

sq x sq 

l cpq, q' 
sq+q' 

where the maps cpp,p' and 1)q,q' are defined in (2·8) 11• Then (g*g')*g"=g*(g'*g") 

and g*i1 = Eg for the identity i1 : 5 1 --o. 5 1. By theo rem 3.2. of [2], i1*g repre

sents (~I)P+qEfJ for the class fJEnp(Sq) of g. By (2·8)', (f1)k-l represents a 

suspension. Then there exists a map g: (SCk-lJn-1, e0 ) --o. (SCk-1)"'-\ e0 ) such that 

i1*g is homotopie to (f1)H. Since p(x, e0 ) =PC!1Cx), eo), we have that !J(Efj) ol 
=lof~ in (2 • 6). Then from the definition of cj;1, we see that the diagram 

j~xi1 
-----3>-

is commutative. Since cfck-llr(X, 1)1,Ck-llr-1CY, z)) =1)ntl,Ck-llr-1Ccf1Cx, y), z), the dia

gram 
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s~-1 x sck-1)n 

l éf>cHln 
S"" 

Sï:-1 x sck-t>m 

l éf>ck-1lm 
skm 
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is commutative. We have easily that Eft*g= Cf1*i1) *g= ft* Cit*g) an à ft* Cft)k-1 

= (j1)k. Applying a homotopy between i1*g anà (/1)'•--t, we have the homotopical 

commutativity of GY. Then the homotopical commutativity of GD is proved. 

7. The group n;(JJ(Sz_1), S"-1), n: even 

In this § we suppose that n is even. 

Let w, = Wr, r: S 2r-l ~S' be a map which re presents the Whitehead product 

of the class <"·r of 1frr· The Hopf invariant of the map wr is ±2 if r is even. It 

was proved in [12, Ch. IV, Pro p. 5] (see also ( 4 · 6)) that 

(7·1) the correspondence (a,;J) ~Ea+w,(jJ) defines a C9risomorphism:n;_1 (Sr-1) 

+ni(szr-1) ~ni(Sr) for a prime p > 2. (a E 7t,_ 1 (Sr-1), jJ E ni(S~"-1), r: even). 

Define a map 

(7. 2) 

by the formula l,,k(x,y)=r(X)*J22Wkn(Y) where ris the map r,,u,_1), as in (6·9) 

and * indicates the product of loops in Q 2 (S"") (J22 (S1"') =JJ(JJ(S 1"'))). Then 

(7 • 2)' for an odd prime p, the map ln, k induces (9 p-isomorphisms of the homotopy 

and the cohomology groups (n : even ~ 2, k > 2). 

Proof There is an isomorphism '1]: 7Ti_z(JJ(Skn-t)) +n,_2(JJ2 (S2k"-1)) ~7Ti_2 (Q 

(S'"'-1) X ,QZ(SZkn-1)). Then ln, k* ('17 (JJ(a) + ,Q?(j)))) = r * (JJ(a)) + (Q2w,,.) * (JJZ(jJ)) = ,QZ 

(E(a)+wkn*(,B)) by (1·2) and (6·8)'. By (1·1), (6·1) and (7·1), we see that 

J,,k*: 7T;_ 2 (cQ(S""-1) XJJ2(S2k"-1)) -----i>-7T,_2 (J22(Sk")) is a C9risomorphism for all i> 2. 

By Cl· 6), (7 · 2)' is proved. q. e. d. 

Let P: JJ(Sk"-1) xg2 (S2k"-1 ) --> ,Q(Sk"-1) be the projection. Define a space 

(7 • 3) Y= Y,, k = Q(Sk"-1) U Q(SI?n-t) x JJ2 (S2k"-1) x (0, 1) U JJ2 ( S"n) 

by identifying a space .Q(S""-1) U.Q(Sk"-1) XJ22 (S 2k"-1 ) xiUJ22 (S 1'") with the relations 

(x, y, O)=P(x) and (x, y, l)===ln,kCx,y). Then 

(7·3)' the injection:.Q(Skn-1)CY induces (9p-isomorphisms of the homotopy and 

the cohomology groups for an odd prime p (n :even ~ 2, k > 2). 

Proof Set Y"= Q(Sk"-1) X ,Q2 (S 2k"-1) X [t, 1) u !JZ(Sk") and Y_= "Q(Sk"-1) U ,Q 

(S1"'-1)XQ2 (S 21"'-1)x(O,t], then Y+ is a mapping-cylinder of ],,k and the pairs (Y, 

Y_) and (Y, .Q(Sk"-1)) have the same homotopy type. Since ln,k induces C9riso

morphisms of the cohomology groups, I-[i (Y+, Y+ n Y_) E (9 P for ali i. Since Hi (Y, 

J2(S'"'-1))~Hi(Y, Y_)~H,.(Y+, Y+n L) E (9p for alli, the injection homomorphism 

i*: Hi (Y) -----i>- Hi(Q (Sk"-1)) is a (9 p-isomorphism for all i. Then (7 · 3)' follows 

from (1·6). q. e. d. 
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Consider the map fi of (6·5)'. By (6·6), Ji maps S"-1 CJJ(S")CJJ(S7,_2) to a 

single point e0 of JJ2 (Sk"), Then ii defines a map 

(7 • 4) h: (JJ(SZ-1), S"-1) _,.. (Y, eo), k>2. 

PROPOSITION (7. 5). The map h induces a C9p-isomorphism h*: n;(JJ(SZ-1), S"-1) 

____,.. n, (Y) for all i and for a prime P ~ k > 2 (n: even). 

Proof. First we treat the case n~4. It is easily verified that the map h 

satisfies the conditions i) and ii) of (1·7). By (3·3)', H*(JJ(S%_1), Zp) ~ P*(a, bi) 

® Zp. Set B= {b0 , b1 , b2,-··} ® Zp and F= {b0 , a} ® Zp, then the conditions iii) and 

iv) are filfulled for the coefficient ring R = Zp. By (7 · 3) ', the injection homo

morphism i* :H*(Y) ____,..H*(JJ(Sk"-1)) is a CErisomorphism. Take generators ej 

of HiCkn-ZJ(Q(Sk"-1)) such as in (2·4), i), then there are elements f} of HJckn-ZJ(Y) 

such that i*(fj)=tjej and t}-=1=0 (mod. p). By (3·3), there exist integers Uj and sj 

such that Ujh*(fj) =s}b1 and Uj-=/=0 (mod. p). Set fi=ud}, tJ=Ujtj and Sj=Ujsj, 

then i*(f 1)=t1ej, h*(fi)=s1bj and ti-=1=0 (mod. p). The homomorphism h*: Hkn-z 

(Y) ____,.. Hk"-2 (J2(SZ_1)) is divided into three homomorphisms if": Hk"-2 ( Y) ____,.. 

Hkn-z(JJZ(Sk")), h*: Hkn-z(gz(Sk")) ____,..flkn-z(JJ(SZ-1, Sz_z)) and ii{: Hkn-zCQ(SZ-1, 

sz_z)) ____,.. H''"-2 (JJ CSz_1)) where i'[ and if are the injection homomorphisms. 

Obviously i'[ is an isomorphism. By (6 · 7), h* is an isomorphism. By (3 · 5), ii{ is 
) 

a CErisomorphism. Therefore h* is a C9risomorphism and s1 -=/=0 (mod. p). By 

(2·4), i*(td{-j!t{/1 )=tjt{((e1 ) 1 -j!ei)=O. Sinec i* is an C9risomorphism, t;/{ 

-j!t{!i has a finite order. By (3·2), h*Ctd{-j!t{fi)=tis{b{-j!t{sibj=j! (t1s{ 

-t{si)bj. Since b1 has an infinite order, j! (t1s{ -tjs1 ) =0. Then s1==t1s{lt{-=!= 0 

(mod. p). Therefore h*: H 1Ckn-ZJ(Y, Z1,) ~HjC''"-2l(JJ(Sz_1), Zp) is an isomorphism 

for ail j ~O. Th en the condition v) of (1 · 7) is filfulled. By theo rem Cl· 8), h * 
n, (JJ(SZ_1), S"-1) _,.. n, (Y) is a (9 risomorphism for all i. 

Next consider the case n = 2. The result h* : flJCk"-2 ) (Y, Zp) ~ flJ (kn-2 ) (JJ 

(SZ-1), Zp) is also true for the case n=2. By (4·3), there is a map g 0 : (S 2k-z, e0 ) 

----O>(JJ(SÏ-1)eo) such that gt: H2k-2 (JJ(S~-1), Zp) ~Hzk-2 (S2k-z, Zp). Define a map 

g:S2k-1 ~S~_1 by the formula g(d2k_ 2 (x, t))=g0 (x)(t), then go=JJgiS 2k-z for 

the induced map Qg:JJ(S2k-1)----0>JJ(S~_1). Consider the homomorphism JJg*oh*: 

HjCZk-2J(Y)____,.HiCZk-2J(g(S2k-1)) and set (gg*oh*)(h)=t}'ei for an integer tj. 

Obviously t~'-=1=0 (mod. p). Since t;/{-j! t{fj has a finite order and since ei is a 

free element, we have that (JJg*ah*)(td{-j!t{/1)=(j!tj(t~') 1 -j!t{tj')ei and this 

implies that j!(t1 (t~')J -t{tj') =0. Therefore tj'==tJ(t~')i lt{-=1=0 (mod. p), and then 

Qg* oh*: H* (Y, Zp) _,.. H* (JJ(S2k-1), Zp) is an isomorphism. By Cl· 6), we have a 

C9risomorphism h*o Qg*: n,~JJ(S2"-1))-~n, (Q(S~_1) )-3>71:, (Y). By (4 ·4), (1·1) 

and (1·2), Qg* is a (9p-isomorphism for i > 1. Then h* is a C9risomorphism for 

i>l. Since n1 (S1)=n1 (Q(S~_1))=Z and n;(S1)=0 for i>1, we have that 

n, (JJ(S'j;_1)) = n, (JJ(S~_1 ), S1) for i > 1 and that h,,,: n1 (Q(S1_1), 5 1)____,. n;( Y) is a 

C9risomorphism for i > 1. q.e. d. 
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THEOREM (7·6) The groups n,(.Q(SZ-1), s•-1) and 71:,;1(Sk•-1) are @p-isomorphic 

for a prim P 2; k 2; 2 and for i > 1 (n: even). 

Proof If k=2, (2·10) implies (7·6). If k > 2, by (1·1), (7·3)' and (7·5), we 

have (7·6). q. e. d. 

Here we remark that a map g: Sk•-1____,.Sz_1 of (4·4), induces a <9risomor
phism 

(7. 7) .Qg*o g: n~+1 (Sk•-1) """n, (.Q(Sk•-t)) ____,. n;(.Q(S~-1)' s•-1). 

For the P-primary components, we define an isomorphism 

(7 ·8) Hk: n;(JJ(SZ-1),S"-1 ;p) = n;+1CSk"-1 ; p), p2; k 2; 2, 

by setting 

i) Hk=Hz=.{J- 1 oz*ohz*oz;,;1 : 7r;(.Q(S"), s•-1 ;p) = n,(S~t,s•-1 ;p) """7!:;(S~-2 ;p) 

"""n,(.Q(S2"-1) ;p) """n~+1 (S2"-1 ;p) when k=2, 

ii) Ïlk=tJ-1oi";j,loh*: n;(JJ (SZ_1), s•-1 ; p) = n 1(Y; p) """n,(.Q(Sk•-1); p) = n;+1 

(Sk•-1 ;p) when k > 2. 

PROPOSITION (7 • 9). Let f: (S", e0)---'J>(Sm, e0 ) be the suspension Ef' = f of a map 

j': (S•-t, eo) ____,. (Sm-t, e0), and let a E n.(Sm) be the class off Let F': (Sk•-t, eo) 

--cskm-t, e0) be a map which represents ECk-1J"'-1(a a E•-ma a··· aECk-1JC•-mJa). Then 

the following diagram is commutative (p ;s k ;s 2; n, m : even) : 

Proof. If k= 2, this follows from (2 • 9) and (2 • 8)'. Suppose that k > 2. Corn

bining the formula (3 • 59) of [16] and theorem (2 • 4) of [2], we have the follow

ing formula. If a E np(Sq) and a E np,(Sq') are suspension elements, then [a, a']= 

[t.q, /.qi Jo ( -l)PCP'+q')Eq'-1a 0 EP-1a'. Let ak-1 E 7f(k-1)n(SCk-iJm) be the class of (f)k-1, 

then ak-1 is a suspension element by (2•8)' and (fV(f)k-1)*[tn, t(k-1Jn]=[a, a,._1] 

=[t.m, t(k-tJm]oECk-1Jm-1aoE"-1ak-1. The element ECk-t)m-1aoE"-1ak_1 is represented 

by the map F', by (2 • 8)'. Therefore the first square in the following diagram is 

homotopically commutative : 

g(Sk•-t) 

l Wn, (k-1)n 
tJ(S" V sck-1J•) 

lQ 
gzcs• x sck-1J•, S" V sck-1J•) 

l c/Jn, (k-i)n 

gz(Sk•) 

tJF' 
-----')> .Q(Skm-1) 

l Wm, (k-i)m 

tJ(SmV sck-1Jm) 

lQ 
gzcsm x sck-1Jm, sm v sck-1Jm) 

l c/Jm, (k-1)m 
tJ2(Skm) 
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The other two squares are exactly commutative. From the definition (6 • 8) of -r 

=-rr,Ck-1lrCr=n or m), we have the following homotopically commutative diagram: 

JJF' 
----~ 

Let ak E rr:k,(S"m) be the class of (/)\ then (f)~[t.kn, t~m]=[ak, ak]=[i·km, i·kmJo 

Ekm-1akoEk"-1ak. Let pczl: (S 2kn-t, e0)~(S2km-1, e0 ) be a representative of Ekm-1ak 

oE""-1ak. From the defiinition of lr,k, we see that the diagram 

JJF' x J22FC2l 
JJ(Skn-1) X J22(S2kn-1) --~---~ JJ(Skm-1) X J22(S2ilm-1) 

lJn,k JJ2(f)k l]m,k 
JJ2(S"") ---~ J22(S"m) 

is homotopically commutative. Let G1 : (JJ(S 1m-1) XQ2 (S 2""-1), e0) ~ (J22 (S"m),e0) 

be a homotopy between G0 = fm,I, o (JJ F' x J22 F czJ) and G1 = J22 (j) "o fn,k· Defi ne a ma p 

F: Yn,J, ~ Ym,k 
by setting F/JJ(Skn-1)=J2F', F/J22(Sk")=J22 (f)" and 

- -{(JJF'(x), Q 2 FC2l(y),2t), 
F(x,y,t)- G ( ) 

21-1 x,y , 

0 ~ t ~ ~. 
~ ~ t ~ 1, 

for xE JJ(Sk"-1), and yE [,]2 (5211"-1). Then the right square of the following diagram 

is commutative : 

rr:;(JJ(S~-1), sn-1) 

l JJj* 
rr:,(JJ(S'k-1), sm-1) 

The commntativity of the left square follows from the !emma (6 • 11). By (1 • 2) 

and (7 • 8), ii), the commutativity of the diagram (7 • 9) is proved for k>2. q. e. d. 

8. Double suspension E 2 and the group rr:;(J2(S"+1), S"-1), n: even. 

In this § we suppose also n is even. 

By (2 • 2) 11 and Cl· 1), the suspension homomorphism E: 77:; (S") ~ 77:;+1 (Sn+1) 

1s equivalent to the injection homomorphism i*:rr:,(S") -~rr:;(J2(Sn+1)). Then 

the double suspension E 2 =EoE: 77:;-1(5"-1 ) ~rr:i+1(S"+1) is equivalent to the injec

tion homomorphism i*: 77:;_1(S"-1) ~ rr:;_1(J22(Sn+1) ), i.e., we have a commutative 

dia gram 

(8·1) 
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for the injection S"-1 CQ(S") CQ(Q(S"' 1)) =S22 (S"+1)o From the exact homotopy 

sequence of the pair (S22 (S""1)' S"-1)' we have an exact sequence 

(8 • 2) ·· ·----'»n; (S22(S"·'-1), S"-1) ~ rc;-1 (S"-1) }!!_ 7r;,1 (S"+1) _}__> ni-1 (S22(S"'1), 

S" -1) _____,. ... 

where ] = ùo 2 2 : n;+1 (S"+1) = n;-1(S22 (S"+1)) -0> ni-1 (.Q2 (S"+1), S"-1). If i~n, then 

the groups n;_ 1 (S"-1) and ni+1 (S"-1) are fini te by [10, Ch. V, Pro p. 3]0 If i = n, 

EZ is an isomorphism. It follows from the exactness of the sequence (8 • 2) that 

the group n;_1 (t.J2(S"+1), S"-1) is fini te for each i and that the following sequence 

of the p-primary components is exact: 

(8. 2)' 00 • _____,. ni-1 (S"-1 ; p) EZ,. ni+1 (S"+1 ; p) Lni-1 (Q2 (S"+1)' S"-1; p) -0> ... 

where n;(X;p) and n,(X,A;p) indicate the p-primary components of n;(X) and 

n;(X, A) respectively. 

THEO REM (8 • 3) 0 W e have an exact sequence 

o•·----'»7r,+z(SPn+1; p )~ 7?:; (SPn-1; p) _____,. 7C;_1 (Q2 (S"+1), sn-1 ; p) _____,. ... -O> 7Cpn-1 (Q2 

(S"'1), sn-1; p) _____,. 0, 

where .d is a homomorphism such thal, if p > 2, we have the formula 

,doEz= fp*: n;(SPn-1; p) _____,. n, (SPn-1; p) 

for a map fp: SP"-1 ----'»SP"-1 of degree p. (n: even) 

Proof Consider the exact homotopy sequence of the triple (Q2 (S"'1), Q(S~_1), 

S"-1): 0. ·----'»Jr; (SJ' (Sn+1) ,Q (S~-1)) ----'»7:i-j (Q (S~-1) ,sn-1) ----'»ni-1 (gz (S"'-1)' S"-1) _____,. .... 

By (7·6), the groups n,_1 (Q(S~_1), S"-1) and n;(SP"-1) are Œ?risomorphic. Since 

n;(SP"-1) is finite for i~pn-1, n,_1 (Q(S~_1), S"-1) is finite for i~pn-1. By (1·1)' 

and (2·ll), the groups n,(Q2 (S"'-1), Q(S~_1)) and n;,2 (SPn'1) are Œ?risomorphico 

Since n;+2 (SP"+1) is finite for i+2~jm+1, n,(Q2(S"+1), Q(S~_1)) is finite for i~pn 

-1. Then the exactness of the above sequence implies that of the following sequ

ence : ·· · _____,. n; (.Q2 (5'"1), .Q(S~_1) ; P) -- rc;-1 (.Q (5~ __ 1), S"-1 ; P) _____,. n,-1 (J22 (S"+1), 

sn-1; p) _____,. . 00 _____,. n Pn-1 (Q2(S'"1), sn-1; p) -0>- npn-1 (.Q2(S"+1), .Q(S~-1) ; p) =O. By 

the isomorphisms Hp of (2 ·12) and fip of (7 · 8), we have the exact sequence of 

(8·3). The homomorphism .dis defined such that the diagram 

n,(.Q2 (S"' 1), Q(S'J,-1); p) ~ n;-1(Q(S]-1), S"-1); P) 

(( Î .Q' 

n,,1(Q(Sn+1), S]-1; p) 

Il l Hp 

(8. 3)' 

7r;_,_z(SPn-t1; p) 

is commutative. Let /~: (IP", jPn, ]P"-1) --cs~, s~-1, Co) c (Si!x,, s~-1, Co) be a chara

cteristic map of cP"=S~-S~_1 such that hjof!.: (JP",ÏP")----'»(SP",co) ishomotopicto 

'o/pno Define a map jt: (IP"-1, ÏP"-1)-- (Q(Si!x,, Sj,_1), c0) by setting it(tç·,tpn-1) (t) 
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=it(tç·, fpn-1, t), then the composition JJhpop: (JPn-\ jpn-l)-- (JJ (S~, S~-1), eo)-

(JJ(Sf;_;), eo) is homotopie to a map + which is defined by ~(tç·, fpn~1) (t) ='frpn(t1, 

···, tpn-1, t) =dpn-1C'Yrpn-1Ct1,···, lpn-l),t). Let X: (SP"-1, eo) -">- (Q(S~, S~_1), eo) be a 

map such that P. =Xo'o/pn-1, then the composition JJhpoX is homotopie to the cano

nical injection: SPn-1cQ(S1'") CQ(Sf;;) of (2·2)'. Let p: JJ(S~. s~-1)-">- s~-1 be a 

projection given by p(f) = /(1), and set X=PoX, then JJ.] pn-l: (JPn-1, jpn-1)-

(S~-1> eo) and Xo'o/Jm-l are homotopie to each other. Then the comrnutativity of 

the following diagrarn is verified without difficulties : 

7r:;(J22(Sn-t), JJ(Sj,-1)) 

i JJ' 

From the definition of the hornomorphism Hp, we have the comrnutativity of CD of 

the following diagram 

where v= fr. o JJ o X*. To prove the commutativity of the triangle ®, we consider a 

diagrarn CP>2) : 
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Since X is an attaching map of eP", we have the commutativity of the central square 

from the !emma (6 · 9). The commutativity of the other two squares follows from 

Cl· 2). The commutativity of three triangles follows from the definition of the 

space Y. Then from the definition of the isomorphism !lp, we have the commuta· 

tivity of the triangle ® of (8 • 3) 1'. Since the homomorphism J is defined by the 

commutativity of (8·3)', we have the commutativity of the triangle ® of (8·3) 11 • 

Therefore we have that fp* =Jo E 2• for an odd prime p. q. e. d. 

Let j': (S"-\ eo)----? (Sm-t, eo) be a map. Define a suspension f=Ef': (S", eo) 

----? csm,eo) off' by the formula EJ'Cdn-1Cx, t))=dm-1Cf(x),t), then the induced 

map JJf: JJ(S")----? JJ(S'") maps S"-1 into S'"-1 and coïncides with the map j' on 

S"-1. Define a double suspension E 2f' of j' by E 2f'=Ef=E(Ef'), then we have a 

map 

JJ2(E2j'): (JJ2(S"+1), S"-1)--(JJ2(Sm+1), sm-1). 

THEOREM (8·4). Let a'Enn_1(Sm-1) be represented by f'. Let F': SP"-1-

S Pm-1 be a representative of an element ECP-1)m (a' o E"-m a' o • •• o ECP-1)(n-m)a') E 7rpn-1 

(SPm-1). Then in the diagram 

... ----? 1rt+2(SPn+1; p) ~ n;(SPn-1; p) --n;-1(JJ(S"+1), sn-l; p)----? ... 

lE2F~ lF~ 1JJ2(Pj')* 
... ----? 1rt+z(SPm+1; p) ~ n;(SPm-1; p) --n,_1 (JJ2(Sm+1), sm-1; p) __ ... 

the commutativity holds, where the sequences are defined in (8 • 3) and i > pn -1. 

Proof Remark that the inclusion tJ2(Pf') (JJ(S~_1)) CJJ(S'j)_1) is not true in 

general. Let f: S~----? S';; be the combinatorial extension of f= Ef'. Consider 

the homotopy fe in the proof of (2·6). If xE S"cS~, then fe(x)=f(x). Thus JJ 

fe: JJ(S~)----? JJ(S';;) is a homotopy such that JJfe 1 JJ(S") = JJf In particular f' = 

JJfe 1 S"-1. Therefore, by (2·6), in the diagram 

n,(.Q(S!!x:,), S"-1) JJ:: --7 n,(JJ2 (S"+1), S"- 1) 

l JJ]* l JJ2(E2f')* 

n,(JJ(S(;!,), sm-1) ___!1~"--. n,(JJ2(Sm'1), sm-1) 

the commutativity holds. From the commutativity of the diagram 

··· ----?7r;(JJ(S;;,), JJ(S'P-1)) ->n;-1(JJ(S'},-1), S"-1) ----?7rt-1CJJCSZ!a), S"-1)----? ···, 

1 JJ/* 1 JJ[* 1 JJf--:. 
'l' ~ 'l' 

···----? n;(JJ(S;;},), JJ(Sp"~1)) -> 1rt-1(JJ(SJ,"-1), sm-1)----? n 1-1(JJ(S/;), S"'-1) -> ···, 

we see that it is sufficient to prove the commutativity of the following two diagrams 

n,(JJ(S!;,), JJ(S'ft-1) ;p) Lnt+1cs;;,, S'J-1;p) l.!_Ln,+2(SP"+l;p) 

(8·4)' l JJ]* , lf* , l EZF~ 
n, (JJ(S(;!,), JJ(Sp-1) ; p) j!_ n;+l(S;:,, Sp_1; p) ~ n 1+2 (SPm+1; p) 
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and (JJ(s n ) sn-1. p) J{p (SPn-1. p) ni-1 J.J P-1 , , --> rci , 

(8 ·4) fi 
1 gf* - l F ~ 

(JJ(""S'" ) sm-1. p) Hp (SPm-1. p) '!Ci-1 P-1 , , -?> 7li , • 

By (2·8)', the maps E 2F' and E(f)k are homotopie to each other. Then the com

mutativity of (8·4)' follows from (1·2)' C!lld (2·9). The commutativity of (8·4)" 

follows from (7 • 9). q. e. d. 

For a map f: (X,x0)------?> (Y,y0 ) vve define a mapping-cylinder 

Y1 =Xx[O, 1) U Y 

by identifying a space Xx lU Y by the relations (x, 1) ==.f(x), xE X and Cxa, t) == Yo, 

tE L Here we state severa! elementary properties of the group n, (X1 , X). 

(8 • 5), i) If f is an infection: X c Y, then n; ( Y1, X)= n; (Y, X). 

ii) If f ;::::,-_ g: (X, x0) ------?> (Y, y 0), then n;( Y1, X) = n; ( Yg, X). 

iii) nt+1CY1, X)= n;(JJ(Y) n1,JJ(X)). 

iv) For maps f: X------?> Y and g: Y------?> Z, we have an exact sequence 

... ------?> n;( Y 1 , X) ->- n, (Zgo 1,X) ->- n;(Zg, Y) ->- 7i;_1( Y 1 ,X) -----? .. •• 

Proof i) Define a map F: Y1 -'>Y be setting F(y) =y, y E Y and F(x, t) = 

x, xE X, t E L Consider the following diagram 

... ------?> n;(X) ------?> n;( Y1) ->- n;( Y1 , X) _,. ... 

~(FI X)* Î F* Î F** 

... ----?>n;(X) _,. n,(Y) ->- n;(Y, X)_,. ... _ 

(F 1 X)* is an isomorphism sin ce FI X is the identity. F* is an isomorphism sm ce 

F is a (deformation) retraction. Applying the five !emma to the above diagram, 

we have that F** is an isomorphism. 
ii). It is not so difficult to prove that the pairs (Y1,X) and (Yg,X) have the 

same homotopy type. Then ;r,(Y1,X) =n;(Yg,X). 

iii). Define a map F :Q(Y)nr-~JJ(Y1) by the formulas F(x,t)(u)=(x(u), 

t), xE JJ(X), t, u E I and F(y) (u) =y(u), y E JJ(Y), u EL Since Y is a deformation 

retract of Y1,JJ(Y) is a deformation retract of JJ(Y1 ). Also JJ(Y) is a deformation 

retract of JJ(Y)n1 . Since FI Q(Y) is the identity, we have the following com

mutative diagram 

n;(JJ(Y)nt) F*,.n,(JJ(Y1)) 

' / ""' / n; (Q( Y)). 

F * is an isomorphism sin ce the other (injection) homomorphisms are isomorphisms. 

(F 1 J2 (X))* is an isomorphism si nee F 1 Q (X) is the identity. Then similar me

thods toi) shows that F**: n;(J2(Y)n 1,JJ(X)) =n;(JJ(Y1), JJ(X)). By (1·1)', 
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n:,(!2(Y1), Q(X)) = n:;+1CY1, X), and then we have the isomorphism of iii). 

iv) Consider a mapping-cylinder (Zg) 1 of the map f: X --o.- YCZg. Since Zg 

is a deformation re tract of (Zg) 1 , we have an isomorphism n:, (Zg, Y) = n:; ( (Zg) 1 , 

Y 1 ). As is easily seen, the pairs ((Yg) 1,X) and (Zgo 1 ,X) have the same homo

topy type, and n:,((Zg) 1 , X)= n,(ZgaJ,X). Then the sequence of iv) is equivalent 

to the homotopy exact sequence of the triple ((Zg) 1, Y 1, X). q. e. d. 

As a corollary of (8 • 5) we have the following !emma. 

(8 • 6) For three maps f: X~ Y, g: Y~ Z and h : X-» Z suppose that 

h ~go f. Let (9 be a class of abelian groups. 

i) If f induces <9-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups, then the homotopy 

groups of the pairs (Zg, Y) and (Zh, X) are <9-isomorphic for each dimension. 

ii) If g induces <9-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups, then the homotopy 

groups of the pairs ( Y 1 , X) and (Z", X) are <9-isomorphic for each dimension. 

iii) If h induces <9-isomorphisms of the homotopy groups, then the homotopy 

groups of the jiairs ( Y 1 , X) and (Zg, Y) are <9-isomorphic for each dimension. 

Proof. By, (8 · 5), ii) we may suppose that h =go f. If f in duces <9-isomorphi

sms of the homotopy groups, then n:, ( Y1 , X) E (9 for ail i. It follows from the ex

actness of the sequence (8·5), iv) that the homomorphism 7r,CZ~t,X) ~n:;(Zg, Y) 

is a <9-isomorphism for ail i. The proof of ii) and) iii) is similar. q. e. d. 

THEOREM (8·7). Let n be even and let p be an odd prime. Let fp: Sfm-1~SPn-1 

be a map of degree p and let s~;- 1 be the mapping cylinder of fp. Then there is 

an exact sequence 

···--o.-n;(JJ2(SP"'1), s1m-1: p) -:;.nzCS~;-1, s1m-1) ~» 

7T;-1(!J2(S"'1), sn-1;p) ~?>7f,_1(!J2(SPn+1), SPn-1;p) ~-··. 

CoROLLARY (8 • 7) '. 

1 1 {=Ofori<Pn-1, n: cnz(S"'~) sn- ·p) 
z-1 ilo ' ' (SPn-1 SPn-1) fi · 2 2 =n; tp, orz<pn-. 

Proof. Let E be a space of singular 2-cubes given by 

E= {f: 12 -» !2 (S~) 1 f(Ix (O)) cg(SZ-1) ,/(0, 0) E S"-1 and f(lx (1) U (1) x 1) =eo). 

Then we have two fiberings 

Pt: E _ ______,. !J(fJ(S~_1), S"-1) with the fibre tJ(Q2 (St;,, St;,)), 

Pz: E ____,. !J(SJ(S~), S"-1) with the fibre J2 2 (!2 (St;,), SJ(Sz_1)) 

which are gi ven by setting P1 Cf) (t) o~ f(t, 0) and Pz Cf) (t) = f(O, t). 

According to the proof of (8 · 3), we take an attaching map X: S Pn-i ~ Sz_1 

of eP" and a map X: SP"-1 ~ JJ(St;,, Sz_1) such that the diagram 
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is homotopically commutative. Let 'T): Q2 (Q(S;;,, S'j,_1)) ~ Q2 (Q(S/;,), Q(SJ,-1)) be a 

homeomorphism given by ryj(t1, t2) (u) =f(t1, u) (t2), /E ,Q2 (Q(S;;,, Sj,_1)), (t1, t2 ) E ! 2, 

u E I Applying (8•5), iv) to the maps ,Q2X: ,Q2 (SP"-1)~Q2(Q(S~, Sj,_1)) and i1 ory: 

Q2 (Q(S?Jo,S'j,_1)) --o» Q2 (Q(S'!x,), Q(Sj,_1)) cE, we have an exact sequence 

···-O»Tr;-zCû2 Ct2CS'!x,, Sp-1)) n'X, !22 CSP"-1 ) )--o»Tr;_z(E;, o'lon2 x,t22 CSP"-1)) ~ Tr;-zCE;, 0 ,, 

!22 CSJCS'bo, S'J,-1)))--o» ···. 

In the followings we shall prove that 

(8 • 8), i) Tr;_zCt22 CtJCS~, Sj,_1)) n'x, Q2 CSP"-1)) and Tr; Ct22 CSPn+1), SP"-1) are CE p-isomor

phic, 

ii) Tr;_ 2 (E;,o,an2 x, Q'CSP"-1)) and Tr;CS~~-1, SP"-1) are CEp-isomorphic, 

iii) rr;-zCE;,o,, !22 CüCS'bo, SJ,-1))) and rr;_1 Ct22 CS"+1), S"-1) are isomorphic. 

Then these groups are finite and the exactness of the above sequence implies 

that of the sequence of P-primary components. The CE p-isomorphisms of C8 • 8) 

induce isomorphisms of p-primary components. Therefore we have the exact 

sequence of (8 • 7) from C8 • 8). 

Proof of C8·8), i). We have a commutative diagram 

tJ2CtJCS':x,, s~-1)) 

tJ3hp /' ' tJ2x 
/ 2"~ 

_ga CS t};) = ,Q2 CSJ CS{!;;)) ~_z_,Q2 CS pn-1). 

The homomorphism ,Q3hp* : Tr; (!22 C!J cs;;,, s 'J,-1))) ~ Tr; CQ3 cs Pn))) is equivalent 

to the homomorphism hp*: rr,+3CS;;,, Sp-1) -> Tr;+aCS~) which is a CEp-isomorphism 

by the C2·11). Then, by (8·6), ii), we have that the groups Tr;_2 (Q2 (Q(S;;,, Sj,_ 1)) 

n'x, JJ2 (SP"-1)) and Tr;_2 (Q3 (SP"), ,Q2 (SP"-1)) are CEp-isomorphic. By (1·2)' and C2·3)' 

we have that 7r;_2 Cü3 CS~), SJ2 CSP"-1)) = rr;Ct22 CSPn+1), SP"-1). Then C8·8), i) is 

proved. 

Proof of C8 • 8), ii). Consider the diagram 

!22 Ct2(S'!x,, S'j,_1))--~-- E 

Î gzx 1Pt 
tJ2(SPd) _!22X--+ Q(JJCS~_1), sn-1) 

l gzfp t Qh 
_gzCSP"-1) _ Qi--+ üCY). 

The commutativity of the upper square is verified from the definition of mappings. 

The homotopical commutativity of the lower square is verified from (6 • 9) and the 

definition of Y. Since the fibre !2Ct22 CS!!o, S;;,)) is contractible, the fibering p1 induces 

isomorphisms of the homotopy groups. Then Tr;_1 (E;,o,on'x, ,Q2 (SP"-1)) = rr;_2 (Q (Q( 

Sp-1), S"-1)n'x, !22 CSPn-1)) by ii) of C8·6). Since ,Qh induces CErisomorphisms of 

the homotopy groups by C7 · 5) and Cl· 2), the groups rr,_2 (Q(Q (Sf,_1), S"-1) n'x, .Q2 
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(SP"-1)) and 7r;_2 (Q(Y)nhao'x, Q2 (SP"-1)) are C?risomorphic by ii) of (8•6). By ii) 

of (8·5), 7r;_z (Q(Y)ohao'X, Q2 (SP"-1)) = 7r;_z(Q(Y)oiao'lp, J22 (SP"-1)). Since Qi in

duces C?risomorphisms of homotopy groups by (7·3)' and (1·2), the groups 7r;_2 ( 

Q(Y)oian'lp, J22 (SP"-1)) and 7r;_2 (Q2 (SP"-1)o'lp, Q2 (SP"-1)) are C?risomorphic by ii) 

of (8·6). By iii) of (8·5), 7r;_2 (Q2 (Sf'"-1 ) 0 'lp, J22 (SP"-1))= n,(S~·~-1, SP"-1). Conse-

quently (8 · 8), ii) is proved. 

Proof of (8 · 8), iii). Since 'lJ is a homeomorphism, 'lJ in duces isomorphisms of 

the homotopy groups. Then n;_2 (E;,o~, J22 (Q(S!!o, sz_1))) = n;_z(E;., Q2 (Q(S~), Q( 

Sz_1))) = n;_2 (E, Q2(Q(S/!o), Q(S~_1))) by (8·6), i) and (8·5), i). By the fibering 

Pz: E ~ Q(Q(S!!o), S"-1), we have an isomorphism Pz*: rr;_2 (E, Q2 (Q(S/!o), Q(S~-1))) 

= n,_z(SJ(Q(S/!o), S"-1)). By (1·1) and (2·3), n;_2 (Q(Q(S;;,), S"-1)) = n;-1(Q(S!!o), 

S"-1) :=::::; n;_1 (!22(5"' 2), S"-1). Then (8 • 8), iii) is proved. q. e. d. 

Consider the exact sequence of the homotopy groups of the pair (S~~-1, SP"-1): 

···~n·(SP"-1) i* n (SPn-1) ~n (SP•-1 SP"-1 ) ~ ··· The in]·ection homomor-
' -3> -z 1 p z 1 p ' • 

phism i* is equivalent to the homomorphism fP*: n,(SP"-1) ~ n;(SP"-1) induced by 

fp. 

(8·9) Let m be even and let q be an integer. Let fq: sm+t~ sm"1 be a map 

of degree q. If P is an odd prime and if a E n,(sm+i; p), then fq*(a) =qa. 

Proof By (7·1). the suspension homomorphismE maps n;(Sm+t;p) isomorphi

cally into n;, 1(Sm+z). Then the fact E(fq*(a))=E(qa) implies that fq*(a)=qa. 

q.e. d. 

W e see that the kernel and the cokernel of the homomorphism fP* consist of 

the elements of order p. Therefore 

pz(n;(S~~-1, SPn-1)) =0 

and then 

for i < P2n-2. 

From the exactness of the sequence (8·2)', we have that 

E2 (7r;-1 (S"-1 ; p)) -:JP2 (n;+1(S"+1 ; p)) for i <P2n-2. 

More generally we have that 

THEOREM (8·10). E 2 (n;_1(S"-1 ; p))-:JP2(7r;11 (Sn' 1 ; p)) for al! i (n: even, p; 

odd prime). 

Since n;(S1 ; P)=O, 

CoROLLAY (8·11) P"(n;(S"' 1; p)) =0 for al! i. 

Proof of (8·10). From the exactness of the sequence (8·2), it is sufficient to 

prove that P2 CJ(a)) =0 for arbitrary a E 7r;+l(S"' 1 ; p). We may suppose that 

i> pn-1 since npn-z(J22 (S"+1), S"-1 ; p) :=::::; Zp and n,(J22 (S"' 1), S"-1 ; p) =0 for i<Pn-1 

by(8·7)'. Let j': (S"-\ e0)---->- (S"-1, e0 ) be a map of degree p. From the com

mutativity of· the diagram 
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n, +-1 cs•+1; p) L n;-1Ct22CS"+1), s·-1 ; p) 

JE2j~ JQ2(E2f')* 

ni+1 cs•+1; P) L n;-1(Q2cs•+1), s·-1 ; P) 

we have that Q2 (E2f')*(J(a))=](E2f'*(a))=](pa)=Pf(a) by (8·9). In the 

theorem (8·4), the map F': SP·-1 ~SP•-1 is a map of degree pP. From the 

commutativity (8 · 4) of the diagram 

7r;_I(Q2(S•+1), s•-1; p) ~ 77:;+1(SP•+1; p) 

tQ2(E2f')* JE2F~ 
77:;-1(!J2(S•+1), s•-1; p) ~ ni+1(SP•+1; p) 

we have that !((pP-p)](a) )=PP !(](a)) -J(p](a)) =E2F~(I(] (a)))- l(!22(E2f')* 

(j(a)))=O (E2F~Y=pPy by (8·9)). From the exactness (8·3) of the sequence 

n;(SP•-1; p) ~ 77:;_1(n2(S•+1), s•-1; p) ~ 77:;+1(SPn+1; p), 

there exists an element p of n,(SP•-1; p) such that l'(P)=(pP-p)](a). From 

the commutativity (8 • 4) of the diagram 

77:; (SP•-1; p) ~ 77:;_1(,g2(S•+1), s•-1; p) 

tF~ ' J,gz(E2j')* 
77:; (SP•-1; p)-.!_ n 1_ 1(,g2(S•+1), s•-1; p) 

we have that (pP-p) 2](a) =(pP-p) l'(P) =l'(pP fi) -pl'(fi) = l'(F~(p))- p(pP-p) 

](a) =!22(E2f')*(l'(fi)) _ j(p(pP-p) (a)) =!J2(E2f')*(J((pP-p) (a)))- j(p(pP-p) 

(a)) =PCJ((pP-p) (a))) -](p(pP-p) (a)) =0 by (8·9). Since pP-1-1*'0 (mod. p), 

(pP-p)2f(a) = (pP-1-1) 2](p2a) =0 implies that ](p2a) =0. Then the theorem 

(8 ·10) is proved. q. e. d. 

Appendix 

Here we list the following values of the group n,(S2m+1 ; p) for an odd prime p. 

i) 1 ~k~P-1, 

={ 
Zp, 1~m~k-1, 

77:2mt2k(p-1)-1(S2m+1; P) 0, k~m, 

77:2~«+2k(p-1) (S 2m+1 , P) Zp, l~m, 

ii) (k=P) 

n2m+2PCP-1)-1(s~m+1 ; P) ={ 
Zpm• 1 ~m~P-1, 

Zpp-1, p-1~m, 

7l:zm+2P(ft-1)(52"'+1 ; P) ={ 
Zpm• 1~m~p, 

zpP• p~m. 

iii) (k=P+1) 

77:2m+2(P+1)(p-1)-2(S2m+1 ; P) Zp, 1~m, 

77:2m+2(p+ 1) (p-1)-1 ( s 2m d ; p) ={ 
Zp, 1 ~m~P. 

0, P+1~m. 
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7T2m+2(P+1)(p-1)(52m+i; P) Zp, 1 ~m, 

iv) n.(S2m+1 ; P)=O otherwise for i<2m+2(P+2)(p-1)-3. 

These resulats are caluculated, by making use of (8 · 2)' and (8 · 3), from the 

results of H. Cartan for the stable case. His proofs are cohomological and not yet 

published, however, the author note that the proofs are made from the results for 

H* (TI, n, Zp) [5] and the relations of Adem [1], [ 6] without difficulties and rather 

automatically. (cf. [11] for P=2). 
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